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t :e p r o b e  m
Introduction
Every year superintendents are faced with the same old
CHAPTER 1
problem of hiring new
turnover in the various states#
teachers.
has been clearly presented by studies made in teacher-
was a survey1 of teacher-1ornovei made by Walters in 1357,
which indicated that 49.5 percent 
classified schools shifted for be
These surveys and 
why did these teachers 
they been misplaced in
The nature of the problem
Typical of these studies
of the total teachers in 
tter salaried positions,
while 42.5 percent shifted to larger systems and nine per­
cent to other work.
studies brought up the question of 
3eek, and gain, new positions? Had
careers? Certainly teachers were
selves and be promoted but did a
turnover reflect promotion because of self-Improvement
LJ.G. Walters, Teacher
University of North Dakota, InSV
the beginning of their teaching
expected to better then- 
high rate of teacher-
through experience, or did it reflect that many teachers 
were misplaced the year before? !?hese questions are impor­
tant to teachers, employers, and agencies supplyir.g teachers,
Ten re and Turnover in North Dakota,
Such questions in the 
a study of teacher plft
This study was d^ 
the source of teacher 
cies and institutiona 
this study is to throif 
tices of professional 
teacher placement, so 
will be in the best it; 
understanding among e 
practices of placemen 
these agencies and bur 
thereby reflect a rediju 
turnover.
The data for this 
ing sources:
tup




Visitation of ag> 
considered a justifiat 
The managers of agenc 
had attended meetings 

























|es and bure 
or v/ere r 
e National
fn reasoning suggested that 
long overdue.
Study
Approach the problem from 
ely, private teacher agen- 
burca s. Tiie purpose of 
on the policies and prac- 
tkp institutional bureaus in 
nitial placement of teaclier3 
^11 co cerned. With a better 
teachers of the policies and 
^nd bureaus, the services of 
be better utilized; and 
e percenta e of teacher-
i ata
gathered from the follow-
in local area
, and books. 
percent return).
bureaus in a local area was 
qf information in this study, 
aus visited by the writer 
^eeiving results in the mail 
Association of Teacher Agen-
5
eies, and the National. Institutional Teacher Placeme. t Associ­
ation* At these National Association meetings general pol­
icies and practices of agencies and bureaus were classified, 
discussed, and solutions for improvement sought. With this 
background and experience, local managers of agencies and 
bureaus v/ere in a position to spank in terras of national pol­
icies and practices, c.s well as in terms of local issues.
Pamphlets, magazines, and books v/ere used particularly
in the development of 
and related studies.
the chapters on historical background 
Information in book3 by reputable
authors was accepted by the writer without challenge. On the
and magazines were caref lly studied 
,up relative to this study. In the
other hand, pamphlets 
to determine their va]
study of pamphlets and magazine Articles, the sources and 
motives for the articles were given reasonable consideration. 
In addition, reprint cates were not overlooked. Publications 
with no reprint dates were cautiously treated since the 
absence of facts may lave driven them out of circulation.
Since very little ^Literature was available in the field, 
a questionnaire seeraec to be the most feasible medium of 
securing new information relative to the policies and prac­
tices of teacher placement agencies and bureaus. The ques­
tionnaire was used to g^t an overview of existing policies 






in question form was seii 
and seventy institution^ 
agencies were the total 
of Teacher Agencies, 
selected at random from 
Institutional Teacher P 
that every state have a 
tionnaire. The institu 
naires included placeme 
state teacher colleges, 
girls. Accordingly, 
were not serving one vo 
general overview of ©xi^
The two-page ques 
the respective agencies 
B-a) of explanation ©no
The response to 
favorably received* In 
naire, many agencies 
ment, stating that the 
naires to them made it 
naire their fullest and 
comments were made on t 
questions could be
the Questionnaire 
consisting of thirty-one statements 
t to seven by professional agencies
1 bureaus, 
membership
The seventy professional 
of the National Association 
a seventy Institutional bureaus were 
the membership list of the Notional 
ucement Association with provision 
t least one bureau receiving a ques- 
ional bureaus receiving question- 
bureaus at agricultural colleges, 
state universities, and colleges for 
bureaus receiving the questionnaire 
uqtion or sex which might distort a 
ting policies and practices, 
annaire was prepared and mailed to 
snd bureaus with a letter (Appendix 
Losed.
questionnaire indicated that it was 
addition to returning the question- 
bureaus enclosed letters of encourage- 
fcilme selected for sending the question- 
cnvenlent Cor them to give the question- 
immediate attention. In addition many 
tie ease and simplicity with which the 




have been selected to 
letters received by t! 
writer which stated t t  
tionnaire did not per 
respective ureau was 
tionnaire.
Further justifies 
better than average re 
a period of two weeks 
were returned. During 
tionnaire a follow-up 
five percent of nonre 
an additional 7.8 per 
Over a period of seven 
ends; Thanksgiving and 
all questionnaires rna
Flan of S
Since solutions V3ei*e not ac 
past knowledge of resiles obtain* 
stances, a chapter high lighting
agencies and bureaus was pertiner
as an introduction to 
with that idea in mind
ill strate 
e VTriter.
ajb 3 one of 
,n to the 
spmewhat re
P
the general tenor of the 
Only one letter car.e to the 
the questions on the que3- 
bureau, and therefore the 
1 ctent to return t’̂ e ques­
tion of the
sj onse to 
sixty-five 
the third 
card was s 
ndents. 






fessional contemporaries of our time
this study
, giving r*
study was indicated by the 
the quest!onnaire. ?/ithin
percent of the questionnaires 
week after mailing the ques- 
qnt to the remainii g thirty- 
The reminder card stimulated 
pond in a fo r-week period.
«h included two holiday week 
Christmas, a total of 72.8 percent of
ed
qieved without benefit of 
under similar circum*- 
major aspects of teacher 
t in addition to Cha; ter II 
Chapter III was written 
ellated studies made by pro-
Chapter IV was 
conducted by the write 
placement agencies a. 
four parts, namelyt cd 
end trends# Thirty-orj< 
tlorx in this chapter, 
from this study have
developed on
on policies and practices of teacher
t ureaus. It has been divided into 
and services, credentials, policies, 
question* have been given considers- 
Conciliator s and recommendations drawn 
ti en presented In Chapter V.
G
tiro findings of a survey
THE HIST I CH
ti
tha
The history of to 
nored by writers on 
of texts examined by t 
source and teacher tr 
related to teacher pla 
understanding to the 
placement agencies and 
the background for ma 
tered In teacher placeb
CHAPTER III
BY OF TEA1 
In trod uc 












for the main 
ant bound som 
allowance fo r  
they made an 
pounds to the 




but no reference was mjacjle to the 
General Court of hass
•̂ J.K. Hosmer, Winthrop
Colonial Beg Inning









II R PLACET J‘ T 
on
bent agencies has been lg- 
f education in the majority 
In this chapter, teacher 
considered to be closely 
cordingly, for a better 
the policies of teacher 
brief history will explain 
blens and practices encoun-ro
erected at Boxbury 
eof every inhabit- 
land for a yearly 
, at Boston, where 
llow forever fifty 
d a house, and t ir- 







were filled with reference to the •Ja­
rs, their responsibilities and pay;
source of supply until the 
ajehussetts efnacted the following laws:sll;
Journal, p. 224
ft
It is therefore ordered 
ship in this jurisdiction a 
increased them to 
holders, shall thferi forthwitfa 
in their town to loach all s 
shall resort to him to write 
wages shall be paid either 
the masters of such children 
itants in eneral , by way of 
major part of thope that ogdje: 
of the town shall Appoint.*5
As indicated in the above la|v 
was restricted to choi jo from arao; 
districts, but no mention was mftdji 
cation. Teaching dutisa included 
isters to public erran1 boys. In 
ing duties, the school-master was 
messenger, to serve summonses, to 
services of the church 
bell for public wors i£>, to dig g 
occasional duties.
The southern Colonies pureha 
open market as the Roams had bouh 
years before, hedemptjloners and 
prisoners from Engl and L served th(s 
er3 were bonding men a
athan Boucher writing Ln 1678 stafc
Not a ship arrives with 
tionists or convipts in whic 
are not regularly 
weavers, tailors,
% . G. Boone, Education
that every town­
er the Lord hath 
of fifty house- 
J appoint one with- 
ach children os 
and read; whose 
• the parents, or 
or by the Inhab- 








the selection of teachers 
jog the people in various 
of professional qualifi- 
characteristics from min- 
additian to regular teech- 
contracted to act as Court 
conduct certain ceremonial 
le Sunday choir, to ring the 
paves, and to perform other
led their teachers in the 
;ht them seventeen hundred 
bondsmen, mostly debtors and 
teacher demand* Ship own- 




for sale— as are 
trades— with little
Ln the Phltsd States, p. 45
other difference that I can 
that the former do not usual! 
a price as the later.3
Among the buyers <|>f these bozji
tions were the wealthy
ington’s father. Georfe Washingt<J>
bondsmen.
Although ship owners claimed
men, many of them, according to
Colonial Days in Old New! York, wei*
dismissal
became involved in the various sc 
ing about their dismissal. The b 
many extra duties in addition to 
have a minimum subsistence. What 
ing to a bondsmen than 
nity where lack of res^ebt coraman 
The eighteenth century popul^i 
poorly trained teachers, but the 
changing to an adventurous group 
world. The new group name to the 
adventure, and excitement; but mi 
them to compete in the 
17 1, described the teacher of th 
foreigner, shamefully deficient 
structing youth, and npt seldom a
earn of except 
y  fetch so good
dsmen for educational posi- 
plantation owners, notably George Wash- 
n's first teacher was a
good repute for their bonds- 
S. Alice Earle in her book 
e drunkards and gamblers who 
Ah dais of the Comm unity bring- 
ondsmen were required to do 
reaching so that they might 
co";ld have been more comfort- 
And banishment from a com: u- 
<pted a starving wage?
tion continued to thrive on 
Aource of teachers was slowly 
<J>f people coming from the old 
Colonies mainly for fortune, 
Afort ne and necessity forced 
jfket. A booklet published in 
s eriod as usually "a 
every qualification in in- 
ddicted to gross vices.nci
.'Jonathan Boucher, American Revolution, p. 184 
4Boone, op* cit., p. 6p
Dr. Darlington in 
school teacher in 178£ 
turors of the Id worl d— but generally on par with the preva­
lent group of the profession.”5
Yet conditions of
fully with leaders interested in 
tribute to the following men in h  
States in this quotation:
10
Pennsylvaria, characterized the country
as "often low-bred, intemperate, adven-
this periq<
1
d were not totally hopeless.
Many colleges and academies had iegun to function very success-
education. Hr. Boone paid 
is Education of the United
Of this character (prorrinent men devoted
to education) without exhausting the list, or 
excluding others, were Dwigh 
Yale; and, a lit tle It ter Fr>
David Toppen and Prof. Small 
Lean of Princeton; President 
mouth; and, somewuet earlier
of the College of
academics there were Pasters
ridge; Ebenezer Alins of Leicester; and Dr
Thomas Piowe, the teacher of 
Benjamin Abbott began in thi 
long career at Exeter.6
Elementary teachers however,
and academies because
attending secondary schools were 
these schools to train themselves 
ele entary teac ting, ih addition 
tlge. The elementary teacher on 
in the previous quotat Leins, had 1
eill, '.aryland Colony, p. 
“Boone, q. . cit., p. 6.3
culties in youth, and b variation
teacher gay and financial difficu|Xties are easily understood; 
but variation in 3ociai strata neleds elaboration. People
t and Stiles of 
qf. Silliman; Dr. 
of Harvard; Mc- 
Wheelock of Dart- 
Prof. Hugh Jones
ftilllam- and Mary. In the
4oody and Dodd-
Isaac WattB. 
a period, also his
did not go to these colleges
poor teakjher pay, financial diffi-
in social strata. Poor
generally wealthy and used 
for occupations other than 
to strenghtening their rres- 
the other hand, as indicated 
3w character qualifications 
SI 2
which discouraged people 
the elementary teachicg
Transition
With the transition of the Pevolutionary War passed 
tutoring and the privat^ school system. A new system of edu­
cation was developing 
cial expansion during 
ury. Although this wa
many scholars, teachers, authors,
people. Boone in Educ 
lowing statement!
11
of Intellectual prominence to enter
5| prof essic n.
concurrently with national and comnier- 
tlpe early years of the Nineteenth Cent- 
s an era oil great confusion, it produced
a^ion of the United States made the fol-
It was the period of the Adamses and ‘-ef- 
ferson; of Franklin and Webster; of Govenor 
Dewitt Clinton; of young Denison Olmsted; of 
Horace Mann and Joseph Henry of Everett and
o^ Connecticut; Guildford of 
Ohio; Crifflke of South Carolina; and, Freling- 
heysen of few Jersey, "ayland of Rhode Island;
r; and Shaw of Virginia were 
planning school systems in tneir several states. 
Chancellor Kent was in his prime, and Randolph 
and Marshall and H a y  were Comtemporaries, whose 
like the modern world has rarely seen, *4i the 
presence of such men one ceases to wonder that 
the young Nation r/ds growing confident and aspir­
ing— To thorn the maintaining of free Government 
seemedj *\* not easy, at least possible. How 
possible? The wise men--the3e and others—  
set themselves to answer the question.1"
tradesmen and professional
of this period differed 
r;ers of the central gov-
A1though these and other men 
greatly as to the strepcjth and po
ermaent, they were generally in agreement on ameliorating the 
great political tensions through better education,
Such was the atmosphere that
,7̂ T . T 7 7 T T --------
brought about the support
12
of public schools thrc ugh the taxation of lands, legislative 
appropriations, land rjrhnts and jichool funds to carry out the 
philosophy that every child should receive a fair share of 
education under the supervision q*’ a Public School System.
Massachusetts tock the lead
Other states followed 
boards and committees 
istration. This trend
Board of Education, ajpointing Hcrace Mann as its chairman
Massachusetts by setting up educational 
fp v the puij oses of public school admin-
vicissitude of improved touch­
ed teachers’ salaries.
included e
er qualifications which also rais
The improved standards for teacher qualification produced
a tremendous elementary teacher shortage. Normal or elementary
teacher training school^ operating at the time were too small*
to carry the new demand.and too few in number
written in the intere3
for teachers in daily 
tion the good results 
when we recall the he 
munication systems of
By 1860, according to I'r* Edirard Pickett0 in a booklet
ts of priva




in the community and woife unaware
salaries twenty or thirty miles a my.
Mr* Pickett made 
beginning and progress
8Mr* Fickett, manager 
Established in 1385 a:
in 1837 by creating a State
4-8
te teacher agencies in 1931, 
school boards to advertise 
with ver-' limited circula-
vere assumed to be few— particularly
the transportation and com- 
Teachers usually became fixed 
of teaching positions and
;he following statement relative to the
cjf private
of the Fick<} 
.nd currently
teacher agencies under the




Out of condit 
natural that someo 
the idea of bring i|i 
together, but we h 
to who first put i 
that in 1855 the M 
Supply of Teachers 
delphia by Horace 
pay a commission o 
year’s salary and 
teacher was sup: life 
mount— thus making 
cent of the first 
Possibly the idea 
a London agency—  a 
that it has been 1 
In 1846 Saaue 
announced that he 
ers of either sex, 
ifications, to sch^ 
in any part of the 
who approved of 
Samuel F. Howe, 
ster. This work r
ons like i.
9 should ha' 
t teachers



























aifs. The b 
to him, 
success 







el extensively in 
ued for several ye 
in the country wro 
idea and wishing h 
record of the oufc 
reason for its di 
Philadelphia and 
the need for some organized 
teachers and schoo Is,
We next hear of the 
Schermerhorn ostab 
was undoubtedly the 
agency to survive 
agency is still in 
merhorn name. Thei? 
twenty years. In 
publishing an educ 
N.Y., began to do 
with his publishin 
year--1875 Hiram Or 















?.»e of the 
This is n
hese it is only 
ve conceived 
and positions 
tive knowledge as 
tice. We $o know 
deletion for the 
shed in Fhila- 
teachcr was to 
ht of the first 
to whom the 
ay a similar a- 
charge five per- 
y, as at present, 
from England, as 
tence--advertIsos 
since 1833.
Jr. of Boston 
to f-rnish teach- 
y required qual- 
aries, and colleges 
fees. A:oong those 
re Horace ^ann, 
t and Daniel Web- 
Wio.ltcomb to trav- 
and was e an tin­
es t men and women 
approving of the 
There is no 
venture or the 
, but both the 
ttempts show that 
ethod of bringing 
was being felt, 
in 1855 when J.W.
York City what 
clean teachers’ 
idntal s tag©. That 
under the Scher- 
a gap of nearly 
rdeen, who was 
r at Syracuse, 
in connection 
In the next 
d an agency in 
lew En -land bu- 
>w known as the
B b:
E.W, Pickett The History of readier Placement, p, 8
The five percent 
for the determination 
for the amount of work
charge indfcated no system or formula 
of exactness of value being exchanged 
fione by the agency. Lack of evidence
against the five percent rate established it as a matter of 
customary charge for services rendered to the teachers by the 
agencies. Whether or not this rate was fair charge relative 
to both parties concerned remained a debatable question. The 
five percent rate had not changec in contract stipulations 
at the time of this study (Appendix C-a and b ) .
The teacher agencies were meeting a real need. This 
was evidenced by the rapid establishment of these organ­
izations throughout the country. The fact that seventy-five 
percent of agencies established before 1890 were still in 
business at the time of this study was further indication 
that teachers were willing to pay
ht at thisAn interesting side li 
percent of the agencie 
tendents of schools. -o apparent
for this type of service, 
point is the fact that sixty
3 that failed were founded by superin­
reason for the trend was
evident.
Table 1 presents bn excellent pattern of the expansion 
of the teacher agency movement as 
Some of the agencies ware founded
pebble hadoators. Many of these 
mation about schools ajid teacher 
their business as publishers, and 
occupations of the founders of nihety-five percent of the 
agencies, however, wero related to education as the list
it occured before 1890.
by people ot er than edu- 
0
beon giving out free infor- 
supply while going about 
school book agents. The
15
(Table 2) from the National Association of Teacher Agencies 
indicated.
In spite of the jfapt that tljte teacher agencies were man­
aged by reliable schorl people, 7'neir objective was challenged 
by various groups as t means of exploiting the school teacher
wiilch was claimed to be unconstitutionalby charging him a fee 
This challenge was upheld by the 
As a result of the op 
the case was appealed
Supreme Court of Nebraska. ^  
.nion of thb Supreme Court of Nebraska, 
tb the Supreme Court of the United 
S t a t e s , w h e r e  the judgement tree ordered reversed and remand-
led if the
ed. The latter decisf 
er agencies were entit 
cepted the services oi 
has become recognized 
established through pifejsedent anc 
nation of services rendered by th 
To meet the opposition to te 
of a regional teacher 
part of the twentieth 
ation was to maintain
ol legalise d the fee to which the teach-
teacher contracted for and ac-




attempting to eliminate dishonest
the business. In 1909 
Teachers' Agencies of 
which Mr. Pickett brie
12Ribnik V. McBride. 277. US 3.10,
„0rS', Sc !? : T . T T gg7 .13Ibid., 313 U.S. 236,
it Atlanta
ts as a reasonable rate 
not on the basis of eval- 
C agencies.
ac or* agencies the formation 
agency organization came in the early 
njhe purpose of the organiz- 
unong teacher agencies by 
and unfair managers from 
, Georgia, the Association of 
the South das organised upon principles 
fly desribed so clearly;
48 S. ct. 545, 72 L. Ed. 
Cfl3.ct. 862, 85 LE d.
TABU:; l10























Original name Present name Location
Scberaerhorn Teachers* Agency
School Bulletin Agency
New England Bureau of Education







Albany Teachers * Agency
Mass. Teachers * Agency
School h College Bureau
Bridge Teachers* Agency
National Bureau of Education
Terras Teachers* Bureau
Pacific Coast Bureau of Education
Western Teachers’ Agency
Pacific Teachers * Bureau
Fox Teachers’ Agency
New York Educational Bureau
Same




















New York City, N.Y. 
Syracuse, New York 
Boston, Mass.
New Y0rk City, N.Y. 












Des Moines, Iowa 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Richmond, Va.
New York City, N.Y.
10Ibid, p. 9
TABLE 2
THE PREVIOUS OCCUPATION'S OP POUNDERS OF TEACHER AGENCIES BEFORE 1890
11
Name of Agency
Sciiermerhbrn ’Tea crier a ’ Agency 
School Bulletin Agency 
New England Bureau of Education 
American 86 Foreign Teachers* Agency 
Lain© Teachers’ Agency 
Penn Educational Bureau
Central Educational Bureau---------
Teachers’ -Co-operative Ass’n . 
Wolnine Teachers* Agency 
Boston Teachers* Agency 
Albany Teachers* Agency 
las3 . Teachers* Agency
School and College Bureau___________
Bridge Teae' ers * Agency 
National Bureau of Education 
Texas Teachers * Bureau 
Pacific Coast B reap of Education 
Pacific Teachers’ Bureau 
Western Teachers’ Agency 
Pox Teach- rs * Agency 
New York Educational Bureau
Pounder
J'.W.’ bc norm er n o m
C . W. Barde an 
Hiram Orcutt 
Margeret J. Young 
Dr, L.H. Small 
I..B. Landis
D. F. Dimon 
Orville Brewer 
S.S* Wolwine
E . 0, Fisk 
W.A. C oate 
C.L. WI itcoab
C.J. Albert________
J .ft. Bridge 
Liza Crostv/oight 
P.V. Pennybacker 








Pri . of Academy 
Clerk, Teachers Agency 
Physician 
Supt. of Schools 
Teacher
Sea ol-Book Agent 







Supt. of Schools 
Teacher
Supt. of Schools 
Teacher
Supt. of Schools 
Publishers
TTIbid. p. 10
quaintance and a 
agency managers, 
be discussed with
The alms arc fco bring about a closer ac-
18
more friencly feeling among 
so that al] questions might 
Confidence} to insist that
the methods and flans of operation of member 
agencies should Measure up t|o certain stand-
bO fair to 
officials
ards which would 
well as to school 
ensure actual co- 
tfaeir efforts to
to correct certain abuses that had arisen in
tp protectagency work; and 
ren of the countify, and the 
selves, from unwcrpliy teache 
school off icials.-*-
The work of the Association
that a National Association of Te
at a meeting of Teacher Agencies
I - 'with principles and iqe&ls refle 
Ethics adopted at the
other agencies as 
and teachers} to 
operation dmong agencies in 
serve the educational public;





1— All advertising shall be 
free from exaggeration or 
ments.
2— All requests o
3— All informatio 
cured from ref 
strict confide 
circumstances,
was met with such approval 
acher Agencies was established 
in Cincinnati, Ohio in 1915, 
dted by the following Code of
f employers as to the method 
of handling valcincies" shalll be respected.
a concerning 
erencos, shall 
abe and shall 
be divulged
114— No fee or commission sha 
to any employ!ig official 
tendents, principals and 
to any person pot actual 
of an agency.
5— No teacher sha LI be aided 
break a contract. No att 
to induce a te acher to le




be held in 
not, under any 
to the candidate,
be offered or paid 
Including superin- 
school- boards, nor 
ijr in the employment
or encouraged to 
©rapt shall be made 
s.ve a position
19
during the s 
release can
sliool year Unless an honorable 
3q secured.
6— Candidates known to be 
recommended. [Notice of 
be sent without definit 
vacancies ex:.at.
aifit shell not be 
vacancies shall not 
e knowledge that such
.
7— It shall be nhje policy of this Association
that no teachetr shall bo 
more than one commission 
unless he has dellber to 
obligated himself to more than one agency 
Should a case arise wheape a candidate, 
through no fault of his own, finds himself 
more than d>ne agency be long-obligated to 
ing to the Association, 
commission stall releasi the candidate from
further oblig 
corataiasion sir
the by-lav/s cf the Association.
8— This Association believe 
piecing of te 
it is rendering a distie 
cause of Educelion. In
ajtion. Filial adjustment of the
all be made




of teacher placement in 
ner
Today the Nation
Mr. A.J. Steffy of Dea -*'oInes, I
ty member agencies wo
aid in so
called upon to pay 
upon a position 
ly or carelessly
the payment of one
in accordance with
s that in raising the 
aehers to e| professional plane 
ct service to the 
furtherance of this
.vith all appointment offices—  
college or state— that are 




and improvement of teadher placement systems. Meetings are
ion of Teacher Agencies with 
owa, as president, has seven- 
Larification, standardization,
held annually at places selected 
addition to the regular order >f
at previous meetings. In 
business, committee groups
are set up to study and present the various problems to the 
Association in order 1;o effect solutions, and to prevent
15 «Membership List, 1950”, National Association of Teachers 
Agencies, A.J. Steifey, President, Des -*oines, Iowa
duplication of effor 
solved by others in
20




cies has been the de 
placement bureaus of 
ing the latter half 
members began to con: 
teachers. This need
the progress of the private teacher agen- 
yelopment of the institutional teacier 
the various colleges of education. Dur- 
cjf the nineteenth century, school board 
Cider college instructors ns sources for 
mkdo teacher placement bureaus self-
evident at the various 
coeval dilation of c 
lowing account:
teacher training institutions. Of this 
allege bureaus hr. Flckett gave the fol-
By this time (1900) tneny of the colleges 
had begun to organize the placement work that 
had hitherto been done at s haphazard, inci­
dental ay. Following the best methods that 
had been worked opt by private agencies the 
colleges have developed placement bureaus that 
are doing splendid work for their wn grad­
uates. Between these college bureaus and the 
private agencies there has grown up, not ri­
valry, but a spirit of cordial co-o ©ration: 
each recognizing and appreciating the value 
of the other, and each supplementing the work of 
the other. In ssVeral states Teachers* assoc­
iations have undertaken a co-operative place­
ment service— in some cases with excellent 
results. Such ssrvlce Is, aowever, still in the 
experimental stage.
Teachers’ R rjistration Bureaus, conducted by 
State Department 3 of Education, began to func­
tion in 1912 and a.re now in operation in twenty- 
four states. A fdw of the so are conducted
private ager.oies butalong the same lines as the 
in most cases the work is confined to the main­
tenance of the lists of available candidates.
In a few states a registration fee is charged,
21
but for the most fkrt the service Is free.
Institutional teacher placement bureaus have organized the 
National Institutional Teacher Placement Association for the 
purpose of improving teacher placement service by securing po­
sitions for which the teachers ai*e best trained. The 214 mem­
bers of the Association are sharing the burden of research in 
better teacher selection and guidance to the best of their
bureaus arc understaffed and It becomes 
instructors to avail themselves to the
1
ability. Often these 
necessary for college
administration of teacher placement bureaus. In spite of this 
handicap, the dignity and professional status of placement 
bureaus has reached a point where the position of a clerical 
office is no longer adequate, and legislatures have been re­
leasing more (although
al help and suitable cffice apace .
The source of tec 
social outcasts to an 
ers. Private agencies 
teraatizing teacher plejc 
a profit. The five p 
salary of the teacher 
litigation upholding 
cies' fees through pro 
case in fee collection
1Grickett, op. cit.,'"p












has developed from a pool of 
ystem supplying trained teach- 
in sensing the need for sys- 
fcjeir motive was to operate at 
ssion on the first year's 
sfied this motive. Court 
cent rate legalized the agen­
ting the agencies an airtight
22
Professional schptfl people p/ere generally the most active
in the expansion of t 
by the fact that nine 
before 1890 were men frtiose oecup 
ucation.
ie agency movement. This was evidenced
■-five percent of the agency managers
ations had been related to ed-
Dishonest manage:?s and fly->y-night agencies caused the 
public to look upon agencies witp. disrespect and distrust in 
many instances. As a result, thfe pioneering agencies organ­
ized the National Association of
the same time a Code of Ethics was adapted to reflect the prin-
of the association. Thisciples and Ideals of ;hle members 
action distinguished ;he badly managed agencies from reputable 
agencies for the protection of the teachers and the public as
of the reputable agencies.
Institutional placement bureaus were established at col­
leges and universities, nearly fl.fty years after the beginning
They were organized and operated in muchof private agencies, 
the same manner as privkte agenc
income. Taxes being ijhe sup .ortdfng element of bureaus, they
Teacher Agencies in 1915, At
ea except for t'^eir source of
often rendered their service for a small fee or no charge at 
all.
Rivalry between ajg^ncies an<̂  bureaus has been no problem. 
A spirit of cordial co-operation 
nizing and appreciating the work
developed with each recog- 
of the other.






as good a 
arranged in 
lave occur
A compendium of 
number of studies has 
of objectives among teachers, to 
of teacher supply. Fbcjmi the solle 
only those articles w deb. prese 
reliable surveys were 
ous and conclusions, 
writers wrere accepted 
The chapter was 
ifest trends that may 
were footnoted to Inqlpde all I 
respective titles.
Rjegistration
A study of registration bl 
teacher agencies was 
in 1318, The question^ asked ar 
they appeared are presented in 
A great deal of space was 
tions which were not related to 
teacher. Although c codes mni 
were the results of yjs^rs of ex, 





lire revealed that a limited 
relative to the interrelation
richer employers, and sources 
ction uf articles published, 
ted evidence of being based on 
s valuable in making conparlo­
ft, the opinions of reputable 
qthority,
chronological order to man- 
red. Titles of the studies 
dformation subsequent to the






ojnks of forty professional 
. Shaw of Harvard University
.id number of blanks on which 
1 able 3.
given to very personal ques- 
determining the success of a 
ntained that these questions 
.pjerience with employers, Dr. 
church, weight, height,
ncies and College Appointment 
417-20, April G, 1918
24
physical defects, chlLc 
hair, and membership Lr 
unnecessary*
THE QUESTIONS AS] 11 
BLA IKS ON
Iren, use s> 
l social or
TABLE J5
fc> AlW THE 
i t h e t a p e s
f tobacco, color of eyes and 
ganizations ought to be
2
NUMBER OF REGISTRATION 
ARED I!T FORTH CASES.
Question ----------- nesponses
What subjects have you'■•'fhfl'h nhirAfth..........
nfcudlad.- , ....... 27
T;'fir»T»i ed .... . . ....... .
A «y a ...... ............
He 1 ph t>f > f ii * it ■ < > • t ii 1
Weight........-........
Heelth «... ............
Teachers’ certificate 1T.nftrjl i fcv nr*A‘Pririr»̂ d . . . . itid..... .
......  22
When able to take a nc\ 
Experience where, and i
nr»v .......
tr position. ......  22
mat s a lari ....... 21A*. **
WhA*»A bnt»n .......... . .
Have you any physical cTin trr»n nlav nr> pItsp. . .
infects..., ......  13
......  17
Have you any children.Pn« c'r>nf1 up tip Hm*U _ _ . .
............
.Their ages ......  9
Of what social or aniz; 
D n  t a i i  i i s a trihaenn . . . .
ition are 3 ou a membe
....... 5
Last position and sala 
How long have you taug 
r.ol or o',r> haIr**--»»»* *
.... A . A A ::::::: 5
it* **»»«»»# .......  4
f!n1 rvr> nf ftVfifi .........
Where have you traveleWhft 1*. RAT ............
.......  3
In twenty-three 1 
cies, Shaw found that 
cies and college burea 
stated that there was i
Private Age 
Dtters rece 
s cardial rel 
as in all c 
1 great adv
acies'5
ived from professional agen- 
ations existed between agen- 
nlses except one. Six agencies 
nntage to college bureaus if
2 Ibid,
3TOT.
they cooperated with agencies* hiree agencies stated that
college bureaus were a necessity
ence was not fair and
tion to the detriment
bureaus for asking about vacancies and then using the informa-
of the agencies
tive to make placements that the
ed; and often student*i Were placed within a smell operating
area of the placement 
seemed to assure that
25
and one claimed their exist-
Just* Throe agencies condemned college
College bureaus were considered as not having the ineen-
professional agencies possess-
bUreau. In, addition, college bureaus 
seniors were not old enough to take care
of themselves. Agencies cited evidence of this in the fact
that they could not ot tain seniors names and addresses from
gcs were msde in some letters from agen- 
and teachers on available lists were 
treatment tjy college bureaus. A case
au reported no available can- 
, while on its list it had a 
ced shortly afterwards by a
college bureaus. Char 
cies that all agencies 
not accorded the same 
was revealed where a college bure 
didates for an excellent position 
very good candidate whi«fh was i la 
private agency.
To remedy the strained relationship between agencies and 
college bureaus, Shaw nade the following recommendations: (a) 
a man with business an3 education 
the head of a placemenb bureau, ( 
work directly with agenaies to ga
(c) college bureaus should work w|Lth each other in placing 
students throughout tho country.
al experience should be at 
b) college bureaus should 
in their confidence, and
In a survey of 243 colieres
University, and Ruth
Coll sge Placement Bureaus
Litchen
found that sixty-one uercent maintained placement bureaus.
26
F.W. Anderson of Ohio State 
of the University of Kansas,
In forty-three school^ the work |>;f operating the bureaus was 
carried on by officials whose ti Sles indicated that they had
Biost of thnir time. Forty-seven schoolsother jobs to take up 
had no placement bureaus.
The survey showed Ithat many
service without placement bureaus. The work was carried on by 
deans, presidents, registrars, doens of women, and heads of 
extension service.
Twenty-seven percent of those in charge of placement
bureaus held bachelor' 
twenty percent held fiffi 
The survey indies
per registration was £6,67, with
$40*00* The cost per 




while fifty-two percent and 
Doctor's degrees respectively.
ted the mecIan cost of teacher placement
a range of from #1.12 to 
for operation of the bureauregistrant
its to $15.CO. While the cost per place­
ment ran from $1*33 to $53.80, with a median cost per place­
ment of $10.93.
The percentages off placement
nine percent with a me
Anderson and Lite
eau was operated by on 
%  .A. 'Anderson' an'd
e full time
Placement Bureaus, Sc 
1928.
ran from nineteen to ninety- 
dian placement percentage of 68,2 percent, 
ion found that a typical placement bur-
. Litchen, 
io ol and So
assistant and additional part
"The Status of the College 
ciety," 27s 728-32, June 16,
time help during the 
the coat of the burea|i 
The typical placement 
gi\' o more than ninlmuii
push season 





tenure of superintendents, and t
being served. In a s 
ulations of less that 
tendent of Schools, K 
ditions determining wl
from those In larger cities in t
1. The averare 
schools cons 
years.
2, The professional train! 
superintendents was gen 
than that of
in spite of 
very little
Table 4 presents 
participation by each 
was the result of 359
tages for the various
service.
Hiring of
In the hir 
Systems dl
;udy based 




Little record wa3 kept on 
>e was charged the candidates. 
Inadequately supported to
Teachers5
Ing of teachers by the various 
Tered in accordance with the 
he size of the school systems 
on Minnesota towns with pop- 
29, Raldo R« Johnson, Superin- 
e, Minnesota, found that con- 
chers in small towns differed 
oat:
tenure of s 
Ldered in t'
aperi; Lend ants for 
his study was 2,7
of steal! town 
orally much less 
city superintendents,
3, The school bpard members were usually mem-
atandlng aid knew local con­
ditions better than the superintendents,






t over-view of the extent of 
n the hiring of teachers. It 
questionnaires received by Johnson In 
1929, The extent of jo^rticipation has been reduced to percen-
uthorities,
Tolhns on,' "'Hirin i of Teachers In Small School Systems, " 
American School Boar! Journal, 79: 69-60, November, 1929.
In small schools laider Phase 
ents’ participation w |s at a minlin 
tenure of super in tenders varied 
participation of superintendents 
The superintendents participated 
made in Phase A (Table 
3.6 years. In compari 
pated in only eighteen 
and their tenure droppbd to 1.6 
short tenure superintendents were 
The long term of offics 
ameliorate this danger 
better superintendents 
systems demanded them,
4) where t 
sqn, small 
ercent of




munities to line up wtbh the larg
of the superintendents’ professio
28
D (Table 4) the superintend- 
urn. Johnson indicated that 
Sirectly with the extent of 
in the selection of teachers.
In eighty percent of selections 
hie superintendents tenure was 
town superintendents partici- 
the selections of teachers, 
ars. Johnson indicated that 
a danger to school efficiency, 
chool board members tended to 
further indicated that when 
liable, and smaller school 
Rid expect the smaller com­





teachers to be placed 
that the number of tea 
sources ?/as more easily 
questionnaire to the s 
bureaus and agencies, 





r>e the leading sources for 
a schools. Johnson found 
jbjers obtained through the various 
established through the use of the 
iperintends-its rather than placement 
ParticularLy was this true in the case
one the number of teachers placed
Ibid,
appeared to be a trac; 
ed in Minnesota schoc 
Table 5. Johnson st£ 
jected in this study 
answers to questions





it in 1605 




the sources of teachers plac- 
cases has been restated in 
4hy questionnaires were re- 









Board and Superintend 
Board, committee, an£ 
Clerk and superintend 
Clerk







‘tease A, towns from 
4000 to 5000 
Phase B, towns from 
5000 to 4000
06 703 ~ 7 7 T~ • 66
00 ,77 .82 .18
04 ,06 .02 .09
005 .04 .02 .003
06 .03 .02 .02
03 .01 ,02 .02
005 .005 .010 .010
00 .99 .98 .98
SOURCES
TEA
terse' "C, towns from 
1500 to 5000 
Phase D, towns from 
under 1500
TABLE 58
Fin CM "MICII f 




'Teliĉ ers co lleges ah<J unTversTty 
bureaus
Applications from ind 
Private commercial a 
State teachers e :ployt 























Collection of Iqf 
The methods of c 
teachers used by nine 
were examined by Dr. 
in IDS . In this stu< 
’’essential" by superin 
application blanks or 
The most common items 
information relative 
appeared on eighty-fiv 
positions and degrees 
of the forms examined 
Teachers' applies 
much closer to furn1st 
wanted to have than d2 
offices.
A study of occur 
reference forms used 
showed that seven tra 
namely, the success of 
ship, character, pers 
as a disciplinarian.
Employers stated 
educational sources v/c 
ranked according to t 
and academic.
^Whit H-rogan, ihe_ V.-otv bf Places c 















itutlonal placement offices 
while at Columbia University 
that all Items ranked as 
re not included on teacher 
cjffice information blanks, 
ijplication blanks v/ere are, 
and degrees held. Age 






snce of per 
ty superintc 




used by superintendents came 
dtion which superintendents 
On forms used by placement
ejonal traits in letter of 
ndents and placement offices 
on to most reference forms; 
personal appearance, scholar- 
dperative spirit, and ability
■HBJ
letters of reference from 
♦ The three general groups
that only 
p© valuably<
tr Importance, were professional, social,
nt Offices In Teacher Training 
------------------------
than evidence indicated 
kind of information de s
they had
must be done along with continuous researches in the field of




Dr. Brogan found n6 uniform!
forms used by placement offices.
found to beused, only seven were 
offices. Very little 
keeping follow-up reco 
ment—  in spite of the 
it to be a part of tketir task 
In conclusion, Dr 
operating on a profess
31
Dr. Brogan stated that placement offices should do more
done tov/ard supplying the
Lred by employers. This, he continued,
qf the findings to placement
e Forms
ty in number and type of 
Of thirty-one types of forms 
common to more than five 
provision Yms made by any office for 
p^s of teachers after the first place- 
fact that tt>ese same offices considered
Brogan stated that placement offices
Lonal basis should be held partially 
tlure of alumni in the field.responsible for the suicess or fa 
This vrould require off Ides to keep In close contact with 
alumni in addition to maintenance 
record of alumni in ths field.
l°Ibid 
1 IW.'ST Deffenbaugh* " 
16: 112-3, :ebruary,
The Loqation of
One of the first pbeps in thfe selection of teachers was 
to find a source of possible candidates to fill existing




are Selected”, School Life
vacancies. Table 6 ( 
Doffenbaugh in 1931) 
located by the varioufe 
From Table 6 Def:’
than the larger citie 
relied more extensive 
ers than did the anal
32
e res-'Its of a study made by Walter 
dicates tfye percentage of teachers first
agencies
enbaugh drfew the following conclusions:
Cities under 10,000 population, and independent secondary 
schools, used placement bureeus of higher institutions more
Cities of over 10,000 population 
y on applications from individual teach­
er systems From fifty-eight to sixty-
six percent of teachers appointed in cities over 10,000 were
the teachers themselves.t
s|es were usqfl more often in cities under 
percent of the new appoint- 
bver 100,COO were located through the 
Chools. Placement bureaus of higher 
teachersr Agencies, applications from 
individual teachers, anil city ti-scher training schools were 
the source of from eighty to ninety-two percent of all new 
appointees in 1929-1930,, Miscall 
remainder of the new appointees*
located through applications frorp 
Private teacher agent 
10,000 population. At out twenty 
ees in city systems oi  
city teacher training 
institutions, private
Deffenbaugh also 
from junior and senior 
be intervieivers of tea slier c than 
schools, ^n all cases 
made the most frequent interviews
superintendent was aidfed by his assistants and special subject 
supervisors in the solution of teachers.
aneous sources supplied the
noticed from his survey that principals 
high schools were much more likely to 
principals of elementary 
he superiptendont was the person who 
In larger systems the
TABLE 612
PERCE TAGE OF TEACHERS FIRST LOCATED BY VARIOUS AGENCIES 
_______________ ACCORDING- TO POPULATION GROUPS
Agency for location teac- ers Population groups
Placement bureaus of higher instxtutiom 
Applic tions by individual teac’'.ers 
Private teacher agencies 
Visits to jthor sehools or systems------
State teacher association bureaus 
Visits to higher institutions to inter­
view department heads 
Visits to higher Institutions to
observe practice teachers_______________
Lists 2Ton higher institutions of
candidates available
City teachers training schools
Other Agencies________
Group i""cities over lo0,Oi0"" "
Group II cities over 30,000 
Group III cities over 10,000
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45.0 41.2 35.3 60.4
1C.8 19.9 32.5 3.8
5.1 2.3 2 .7
.9 1.5 1.8 .4
.3 1,2 1.2 5.6
2.9 2.9 1.0 1.6











Group VII country systems
Group W  cities over 2,500 
Group V cities under 2,500 




To find what qualifications
34
were requested by officers
employing teachers, Dxf. A.V. Oveifn of the University of North 
Dakota examined three of the largest teacher agencies In 
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota, for the years 1928-1929. 
Of the 4607 requests for candidates considered in this study 
for the two years, thirty-five percent were received in April 
and thirty six percent were received during the months of 
March and May--approximately eighteen percent each month* 
About twenty-one percent wore received during the summer 
months.
Ninety-six percerit of the requests by employers stated 
that the teacher was to begin work in September. Dr. Overn
to be higheifound this percentage
The study revealed that salaries were specified in 61.7
of the requests. Spec 
quested in 68.5 percen 
ular activities to be
ific personal qualifications were re- 
t of the cases. Skill in extra curric- 
used in addition to the teaching load
skills to be used in extra curric 
quested in 10.9 percent of the ca; 
of the cases proficiency in subje 
the requests for candi 
The study also in 
vious experience and thqnty-five
r in 1029 than in 1020.
appeared in 10.4 percent of the requests, A combination of
ular activities were re- 
ses . In thirty-two percent 
ct matter was mentioned in
dates.
faceted thajfc 34,1 percent desired pre­
percent indicated religious
13a .V. Overn, "QualifiNations Requested by Officers Employing 
Teachers". Elementary School Journal, 32t 525-30, .arch,
1932
35
preferences In their requests. jSex was specified in 30.7 
percent of the cases, while musical ability was Indicated in 
six percent of the cabas.
Only 3.1 of the requests required an atheletic program 
in addition to the teaching load, Dr. Overn drew the infer­
ence here that this percentage w is low because most athletic 
and health programs hud become a
Ability to direct there activities in addition to regular 
teaching loads was dying out in requests for candidates for
tions.
Overn inferred that it was desirable 
re to cultivate certain personal qual- 
jbher selves 
did not me
Minnesota teaching po^i 
Furthermore, Dr. 
for prospective teach* 
ities, and to exercise 
accomplishments. This 
cultivate his own extr
part of the teaching load.
in certain conventional 
an that a teacher could not
a curriculqr interests without pred- 
judiee to securing a position.
Preference of Placement Service-1-4 
The results of fijve years (1932-1937) of research in 
teacher placement In Mlirinesota schools by J.G. Umstattd and 
E.M, Hanson revealed that more than two-thirds of the super­
intendents or 213 of 31-1 who reported, preferred institution­
al placement service over commercLalized placement service. 
Fifty-nine favored commercial agencies and forty-two gave 
no choice. When the data were studied with regard to size 
of communities, the authors found
”  '̂ arTs on”" sfn cr  "IT. "g".
for teachers", Soho of jExcutive,
that twenty-eight percent
Ukstattd, ’’Better Placement Service
56:448-9, July, 1937




communities favored insti-the largo
tutional placement oerfvtlce or had no preference at all.
fpr preferring institutional placement 
economical for teachers", 
frequently stated was "More 
Neither of these reasons
vfcn to commercialized service because 
s on recent graduates’. This preference 
cie to institutional bureaus. 
wfLs given ty two superintendents for 
and by nineteen superin- 
hgencies •
"More reliable and depend-
c ©miner d a l
commercialized service 
tutional bureaus had
selection, they had no
by 103 superintendent^ has "More 
The second reason which wa3 less 
honest and frank about 
w&3 given by superintendents for 
cies.
Preference was gi 
they "concentrated lee 
was not given in any c 
"Faster service" 




able" as the reason for preferring institutional bureaus. 
Seventeen superintendents gave tie some reason for preferring
Four respondents stated that insti-
M&re, good
same preference was mad© for comdercial agencies by nine 
replies
Although Professor Jmstattd |and Superintendent Hanson 
were dubious about soms of the reasons given for preference
experienced teachers". The
doubt about the reason--"More econ-
37
depression when salaries
for new teachers were found by the 
Education Association to 
ties during 1941. Group 1 
voluntary applications than 
The smaller places were more
omieal for teachers , During the
were barely a living wage, this rcjason was an Important 
factor in the hiring of teachers
Recruiting New Seachers1^
Recruiting methods 
research division of the National 
vary greatly in large aod snail ci 
cities (Table 7) made more use of 
cities in groups IX on through V.
likely to get names of candidates from teccher-education 
institutions, state teacher employment bureaus, and commercial 
agencies. A very large proportion
however, used college pla cement bureaus and accepted volun­
tary applications.
Placement bureaus of teachers
and universities were reported by Superintendents (Table 8) 
as being the most productive source of new teachers in throe 
of the five groups of cities. Only group 1 cities reported 
chief dependence on voluntary applications. The commercial
third as ateachers* agency ranked
in the three groups of smaller citi
Placement
The most common me:
didates for teaching vacancies, ac
' Tecchcr personnel Procedures," | 




source of new teachers 
,es.
Procedures10
employers to find can-
cording to the United States 
ati nal ^duc: tion Assoc-
harcETT&T
1gbT... i'razier, ,vTeachTngfas a career", U.S. Bureau of Edu- 
catlon Bulletin. P 33-39, 1947
TABLE
HOW APPLICANTS FOR TEACH
V17
ing pos lTIONS WERE RECRUITED* 
Group Group Group Group Group ---- To O T-----
Practice I II III IV v Humber Percent
cities cities cities cities cities
Clones from placement of:
Teachers colleges, arts colleges,
universities............... . 57;h B4$ 88# 90^ O.Xff 1,584 88 f
Commercial teachers’ a encies.... 16 40 48 48 47 815 46
State department of education
or state employment service 12 19 23 23 29 429 24
State teachers association 4 10 10 10 10 170 ____0____Ty e nf placemen L bureau
not specif iedr~ I .. 1 1 1 15 1
Use applications sent In
voluntarily by candidates 96 97 91 82 79 1,531 86
. ake inquiries at conventions
and similar etherings 18 23 30 28 30 499 28
■ ake inquiries in ;t.er_____ ________________________________ ______________ ______________
school syste s 17 1 44 41 734 41
Publish announcements of positions
to be filled 13 2 4 6 6 96 5
Other practice 13 8 5 5 4 99 6
Humber of cities reporting_ 82 220 421 471 596 1,790 . •
Group' cities over 165,’oh(V ' . . .... Group T i l ,  cities over ”16,
Group II, cities over 30,000 000
Group IV, cities over 5,
__ Group V, cities over 2,500 000
*Th'e cost productive source's of names of candidates
T7TBicI----------------
HOW APPLICANTS FOR TEACHING POSITIONS WERE RECRUITTD*
TABLE q 1q
Practice
Karnes from placement of:
Teachers colleges, arts college, 
universities................... 12$
Commercial teac era* agencies.. 0 
State department of education 0
State te; chers association 0
Hot specified
"Group Group Group Group Group Number percent 
I II III IV V Total










Use applications sent In 
voluntarily by candidates 
Make inquiries in other
school systems 0


































Make Inquiries at co. ventions 
and similar gatherings 
Other practice
Number of cities re_ 
Group.I, cities over
porting
 IBB’. W T
0 0 • • • • 0 2 • •
4 3 • • 1 0 10 1TSS ns ToS n s nr ns ns
50 in 231 221 307 920 • • •
10,000Group II, cities over 30,000
Group V, cities over 2,500 Group IV, cities over
5,000
most productive recruiting areas
18Ibid
01to
office of Education, Here as fol
portance: (e) Names sectored of candidates from College-place­
ment bureaus, Commercial teacheragencies, State department 
of education, State teachers1 agencies, State department of 
education, State teachers1 agencies, State department of cdu-
associat:cation, State teacherE 
other sources; (b) apj
turned promptly. In a 
leal examination repor 
Few cities required a
notified to begin his
40
ows, in order of their Im-
on placement services, and
liections rent voluntarily by candid- 
ates; (c) inquiries msd© at conventions; and (e) published 
lists of vacancies to b0 filled.
Candidates were most successful in securing positions 
through their own efforts. The successful candidates not 
only made their availability knovm among exnployers but main­
tained an up to date registration record in placement offices 
of all colleges attended. In are 
demand private agencies were used
Candidates usually were found to file their intention 
of application for a position wit 
when vacancies appeared. An appl 
position desired was sent out by
as where teachers v/ere In
 ̂the school superintendent 
ication form relative to the 
the superintendent to be re­
ndition to a personal Interview, phys- 
;s v/ere reqilred In larger city systems, 
isrditten teachers1 examination. Upon
appointment the teacher signed a contract or was otherwise
professional service
41
The Development of Good Placement Practices1 9
In the opinion of Prank S. Eadicott, school adminis­
trators and placement bffleers were in the position to learn 
something from their counterparts In the business world.
were foundEmployers in industry 
cational placement services than 
frequently, school men arrived a
to make wiser use of edu- 
school administrators. Too 
placement offices without 
dsiti ns had been filled,notice, kept credentials after p 
gave little or no Infc rmat on abbut the school, the commun­
ity, and the positions to be fil 
and visiting bureaus,
Joseph Seidlin (Appendix E~ 
dix E-b) prepared some helpful s 
employment practices in 1950 whi
Improvement. Hr. Seidlin challenged the integrity of some
of the methods used la teacher p
led when seeking candidates
u) and Helen Carpenter (Appen- 
iggestions regarding specific 
sh were in dire need of
acement, particularly where
"ontangling alliances^’ between employers and agencies seemed 
to exist. Furthermors, he stated that the "stealing" of 
teachers should be discouraged by educators (superintendents
■
find placement officers; Hr. Seidlin recommended that employ-
I
ers deal openly, candidly and dlj 
placement officers. To develop
rectly, with institutional 
good professional employment
practices among educational employers, M. Helen Carpenter
stressed honesty and justice in the writing of letters of
recommendations. She also condemned the "stealing" of teach-
19uational Institutional Teacher Placement Association,
Proceedings for the meetings for the year 1949-50, p. 29.SI
:1
ers.by superintendents {;ho tender 
already committed the- selves. Mi 
employers should investigate the 
beyond credentials and through t 
Further.lore, she recommended that 
upon complete description of pos 
ed lists of qualifiert lp:is sought 
Miss Carpenter further emphasized 
a real service to aupc r in tendon t £,, 
by pointing out t esc various mat
42
ed contracts to teachers who 
ns Carpenter suggested that 
qualifications of candidates 
use of personal interview, 
placement officials insist 
ti ns to be filled and detail- 
in applicants by employers, 
that officers could render 
parti cular ily young ones, 
ters.
Summary
Commercial agencies ivero moĵ e active in the smaller 
school systems where school boards were predominant in part­
icipation of teacher selection. In the larger systems, super­
intendents were the greatest participators In teacher selection 
They were inclined to give preference to cdllege bureaus as 
a teacher source because it was Acre economical to teachers.
Although there wore differences of opinion in the rela­
tionships between comnelrcial agencies and college bureaus, 
the relationships between commercial agencies and college bur­
eaus In general were fqund to be
includedRegistration forms
the profession. In the past employers were the determining
group responsible for
cordial,
many questions irrelevant to
registratim form contents,
43
Records have been 
eles and bureaus, particularly 
record.
Letters of referehde from e 
rated as the moat valuable by em% 
The United States Office of
Inadequate [to meet the needs of agen- 
thi cumulative follow-up
ates were tost successful In sec-.




ducaticnal sources were 
loyers.
Education found that candid- 
uring positions through their 
due to the fact that school 
placement bureaus as wisely





SURVEY FINDINGS XS TEACHER PLACEMENT
Introduc
This chapter dea La with the 
trends of professional placement
usually operated as a
as private a ancles; m d  Institutional placement bureaus,
dervice to
fcion
policies, practices, and 
agencies, often referred to
the placement of teachers. Alth
er supply functioned upon differing motives, they were consid­
ered In this chapter fin contrast 
as much validity as possible in
a college or universtiy in 
ough the two sources of teach-
and comparison. To maintain 
Making contrasts and comparis­
ons the same questionnaire (Appendix D) was prepares for both 
groups. An attempt was made to have all items bear some rela­
tionship to both agencies and bureaus. A further attempt was 
made to avoid all questions that might involve office secrets 
or be antagonistic in nature. Yet, in spite of the care taken
in the selecting and
tutional bureaus rese 
substituted the term
tho questions, several chargesphrasing of
were made by the respondents that office secrets were implied 
and the questions left unanswered.
:o the questions on costs and services, 
the questionnaire’s introductory item "Type of Agency" merits 
attention. Many of thp institutional bureaus aistakingly class­
ified themselves as rprivate" because they were serving only 
students graduating from their c>wn institution. Some lnsti-
nted being referred to as "public" and 
"institutional". A number of private
agencies mistakingly ilassified 
they considered themselves in t: 
Professional agencies in some 
term "private” and substituted 
Since literature of ttrSnty years 
and "public" in reapept to agen 
considered the new te 
having no significance other th 
inology.
Josts and Services
In addition to type of 
the questionnaire was 
agencies and bureaus# 
to $2 0 . 0 0  among institutional 
#1 0 , 0 0  among the professional agi 










v/as apparent; but institutional 
was necessary to help take care 
bureaus stated that the charging 
be discontinued as soon as other 
available to defray office expens
45
themselves as "public" because 
service of public interest, 
tances did not approve of the 
Y/ith the term "professional", 
ago used the terms "private" 
and bureaus, the writer 
ional" and "Institutional" as 
the streamlining of term-
agency, the first division of 
with costs and services of 
on fees varied from no charge 
eaus, and from no charge to 
encies (Table 9). No reason 
n fee by professional agencies 
bureaus indicated that the fee 
of office expenses. Several 
of registration fees would 










V  m  INSTITUTIONAL 
CONAL AGENCIES.
Amount of fee “ Trecjuency
Instituti mai Professional
umber Per sent Number Percent---- «— P55------------ "57 “ S3rrs~ 55 7175
.50 2 0 !5.7
1 . 0 0 4 0 '7.2 2 04.3




1 0 . 0 0 1 o;. . 8
2 0 . 0 0 1 0 ]11.0
Total 55 IOC) . 0 47 100.0
stated that they were 
teachers who had been 
teachers’ colleges, 
then the privilege of
Of the fifty-rive institutional bureaus that replied to 
the questionnaire, not one charged for its services on the 
percentage basisj while all of the forty-seven professional 
agencies that replied charged the conventional five percent 
rate of the first ye^r^s salaryJ Many Institutional bureaus
serving tie taxpayer by properly placing 
trained w3th the taxpayer’s money In
This element of support morally denied 
making further charges for placement ser­
vices. The five perdent rate charged by agencies was chai­
ns being unfair charge nettinglenged by teachers (Chapter II)
the agenciejji 
on
too much profit for 
Higby in this connec 
Higby found that the 
er by a professional
^W.A. I'ac Dougall, Techniques of Teacher Self Placement, 1955,
p . 176
A study made by Carl A,
Ib  gave the opposite conclusion. Mr. 
average minimum cost of placing a teach- 
agency was $30.62 In 1925.1
Housing was not 
and four agencies, 
be considered in the 
teacher— Ironically, 









of (350 .00, while another cons I 
$400.00. Both cases were on an 
(Table 10) gave hou3 itig consider 
No reasons were gives for their 
sideline was the facfb that hous 
the salary by the Unkted States
cases except the cle rgy, and o
TABLE
s salary by seven bureaus 
stated that housing ought to 
:? as office space for the 
?ge for office space was not 
salary though he used it in 
sidered housing to the extent 
dered It to the extent of 
annual basis. Three bureaus 
ation as part of the salary, 
position. An interesting 
ing was considered as part of 
Revenue Department in all 
tlher rare Instances.







~5 5 7  
45 55
10
Services as performed by 
limited almost entirely to placje 
One professional agency stated 
clients personally cs an additio 
"other service" on the questioqu 
bureaus considered alumni work 
others did not el&btjrkte on po 
and one agency stated that they
agencies and bureaus were 
iment and counseling (Table 11) 
that it tried to know its 
nal service listed under 
aire. Several institutional 
as "other service" while 
^itive answers. Two bureaus 
were working on a testing
program to be used in 
gram was not mentions 
answer this group of 
writer to Indicate th 
The cost of a testing 








work. The nature of the pro- 
that a large number did not 
ompletely was inferred by the 
g program vms sponsored, 







































Perhaps one of thp greatest problems of agencies and
bureaus was to obtain
the confidence of employers
letters o:: recommendation which merited
placed by employers 
employers upon the forjm, conten 
reference. This was 
agencies and bureaus 
sense the wants of thd employerb served.
reat deal of emphasis was 
A great dfeal of emphasis was placed by 
ts, and source of letters of 
revealed bjr the questionnaire sent to 
v&io v/ere in an excellent position to
Many agencies a i4 bureaus
were more expident aid valuable 
because the form served as a guide to obtain the necessary
information concern! 
reference were found
found that reference forms 
than letters of recommendation
ng the appl leant. Sometimes letters of
to dwell upon everything except the infor-
nation wanted by employers. Var 
stated that letters off 
style were preferred 
that the writer knew
Sixty-three pordent of the 
there should not be u 
less on letters of re
ious agencies and bureaus 
recomendlution written in the writer’s 
over the use of reference forms provided 
how to wrilje a letter of recommendation.
respondents indicated that 
e emphasis on scholastic records andor
csjmmendnticne (Table 1 2 ) . The comment 
was made on one questionnaire that an "A” pupil in college 
could very easily be a ”D" teacher in practice. Another com­
ment was made on one 
sldered to be an equr
so aptly stated on his questionnaire, all information was 
important and emphasis should bn shifted according to type of
questionnaire that personality was con- 
lly importmt factor. As one respondent
position sought*
Question 4 undejf Credentials on the questionnaire asking 
whether photographs should be sotit with credentials or letters
of application sent by the appl
could not be tabulated. The question revealed some Important 
facts and opinions however* A number of questionnaires stated
bants gave a response which
that photographs bei^g required were Illegal in Hew York, Massa­
chusetts, and Oregon j, Race discrimination was given as the 
reason for omitting ictures. Tnere the use of photographs 
was legal very few questionnaires suggested the sending of 
photographs with both credentials and letters of application.
In general, the send .njg of photbgra hs with credentials a peer­
ed to be the most cojomon practise*
■ i
Employers were f 
dentlals to agencies 
in Table 12. Stateznefc 
employers d-d not ret 
an added expense to
THT RESPONSES 0 
THEIR
3imd to be 
.rid bureaus 
ts were xaajcl 
m?n the cre|d 
agenciestie
TABLE
AG E N CIE S 
SGARB FOR] n;
50
very slow in returning cre- 
This tabulation Is shown 
e to the effect that some 
entials which obviously was 
and bureaus,
12








'"'Yes !To To" 
answer










37 23 27 5 53“
47 41 9 5 55 
47 13 40 2 55 
47 12 41 2 55
ttl. Should letters c 
a form and parag 
recommendation? 
b2. Should letters c 
manner as the m  
e3. Do you feel that 
, letters of re cor. 





iter sees i  
there shot 
mendat.Lon? 
oiipt in ret; 
period of h
be confined to filling out 
ent by the one making the
be written in the writer’s
it?
Id be more emphasis upon
urning an applicant’s creden- 
wo weeks)?
Letters of refer 
to source as well as
ence were r 
cpntent and
ated by employers in regard 
form. This study considered
eight sources of references aos
13 and 14 show clea ly from whom letters of reference should 
come as far as employer interest was concerned. Institutional
bureaus rated profesi ors first ns a source of reference In
twenty six of fifty-five cases,
rated superintendents first in ;hirty-two of forty-seven cases 
This condition is a result of the fact that bureaus work
likely to be used. Tables
while professional agencies
TABLE 13
SOURCES OP LETTERS OF REFERENCE PA ICED BY AGENCI7 S ACCORDIITG 
___________________ TO ILIPORTAITCE RELATIVE TO E PI,OYER INTERESTS__________________
Source ox letters------ ^ --- r5---- 2---- 3---- Z---- 3---- 3---- 7---- 3---- ^ ---ToTHT
Professors ----- 15“ 3 ~"T3 I I 5 “T 5 0 T — — w
Superintendents 8 33 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 47
Principals 9 2 2 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 47
Felloe teachers 8 1 5 8 5 3 0 0 3 13 37
Board members 8 4 12 5 8 2 1 0 1 6 47
Church people 8 0 4 3 2 3 4 3 1  14 47
Bankers 8 0 3 7 0 6 3 4 2  14 47
Business people 8 1 3 8 2 3 5 3 2 14 47
^"0 *' indicates number of"times consideration was give i but not ranked.
,J ,'Qn indicates number of tl. es no consideration was given*--------------------
c"l,2,3, etc." indicates rank fro;.: most to least Important, and reads the 
number of ti :es each source of reference was rani ed according to its 
importance on forty-seven questionnaires returned.____________________________
SOURCES OF LETTERS OF REFERENCE HARKED BY BUREAUS ACCORDING 
___________________ TO IMPORTANCE RELATIVE: TO PE PI,OYER INTI. RESTS___________________
'ST'^Wers"... ̂ ... ie ---7T~ ~T~-- 5~ " H ---- T -------- ' ' To'UaT
Professors 5 26 3 10 5 0 0 0 0 1 55
Superintendents 5 25 15 4 2 0 0 0 0 4 55
Trine lyuls------------- 5------17---14--15— — 5----G---- 9----9----9-----3----55---
Fellow teacher* 2 2 3  6-- 5 5—  5 3  5 21 - 55
Board members 6 6 5 8 7 5 2 2 1  13 55
Church peonle 3 2 4 3 3 7 3 4 7  19 55
Bankers 5 1 3 6 1 6 5 6 5  17 55
Business people 5 2 7 6 3 9 7 2 2 12 55
^"O1, indicates number of''tines consideration was . Iven but hot ranked. .."
°'!C" indicates number of times no consideration was "Ivon. 
c”l,2,3, indicates rank fro ost to least important, and reads 
the number of times each source of reference was ranked according to 
its importance on fifty-five questionnaires returned.
TABLE 14
mostly with first year
53
candidates who are not in a position to
use superintendents for reference of character and professional
ability. Church people (clergy)
a first rating by agencies. PelfLow teachers were not consid­
ered a good source of deference by both agencies and bureaus.
Statements were jhade on several questionnaires that the 
clergy, bankers, and pusiness people might be used as char-
v/ere of libtle value otherwise in edu-acter references, but 
cational placement, la one reap 
under-rate the importance of rec 
but often they write ;h|e least h 
a professional job".
five bureaus has been
Two questions wh






and bankers were not given
i
mdent stated, "I do not 
smmendations from these people, 
olpful letters in relation to 
statements from critic teacherseference
during practice teaching were mentioned as ideal for seniors 
seeking their first jobs.
An over-all picture of the pources of reference desired 
by employers as selected by fortd-seven agencies and fifty-
presented Ln Table 15. This table sum- 
Tables 13 and 14 which con-marized the information found in 
sidered tabulations f:*om the totkl of 1 0 2  questionnaires.
Policies






swered on an estimated basis 





SOURCES OP V  TTERS OF REFERENCE RACKED BY AGENCIES AND 
BUREAUS ACCORDING TO IMPORTANCE 
RELATIVE TO EMPLOYER INTERESTS
S ^F cT Y T T cY eo ri------------- 0s ------ ------------------- ------ T----- Z-----“o-----7— T>----- Zfc------ToYaT
~ 7;ir77̂ 7T,T. — Professors---------- -----T X -











23 13 5 0 0 0 3 1 0 2
Fellow teachers 1 0 3 6 14 1 0 9 3 3 9 35 1 0 2
Board members 14 1 0 17 13 15 7 3 2 2 9 1 0 2
Church people 1 1 2 8 1 1 5 1 0 7 7 £*- 23 1 0 2
Bankers 13 1 C 13 1 1 2 a 1 0 7 31 1 0 2
Business people 13 3 13 I? 3 12 13 5 4 102
Indicates number ol tines consideration was given "''but" not ranked. 
bn9n indicates number of tines no consideration was given* 
c"l,2,3, etc." indicates rank from most to least important, and reads 
the number of tines each source of reference v.-as ranked according to 
its i portance in 1 0 2  questionnaires returned.___________________________________
Eighty-nine percant of the
and 13 constructively
gave such con. eats as 
question unanswered, 
agencies stated that 
considered as office cocrets.
55
bureaus answered questions 1 2
as compared with thirty-two percent of
the agencies. The remaining eleven percent of the bureaus
"unkOTOa" aid "no record” or left the
The writer was of the opinion that these questions were
germane and revealed n business
It seemed, although not 
were more Interested bn 
than placing all their
iness practice. Bureaus on the
filling
In addition to the above comments, some 
she questions were not germane or were
solicy of agencies and bureaus*
conclusively apparent, that agencies
all employer demands rather
candidates, which would be a good bus-
policy. They were att 
with them, meeting th< 
had teachers enrolled 
statement Table 16 she
fee with the enrollee'
ether hand disclosed a service 
place every teacher c r >lledemptlng to
demands of as many employers as they
In evidence of the abovefor hire.
wb that bureaus placed from forty to 
one hundred percent ol| their enrollees while agencies placed 
from five to seventy-live percent; of their enrollment.
The matter of coc tract breailing between enrollees and 
bureaus as well as enrollees and 
problem. Bureaus that charged a
c applicatile
further charges were made. Where
more than one agency,
agencies appeared to be no 
fee usually requested the 
on for membership and no 
enrollees were members of
the first agency informing the enrollee 
of a vacancy was usually considered to be entitled to the 
commission payment. Many agencies stated that they were mem-
PERCENTAGE OF EURO
TABLE 16













five yearsI6 0 “15 5 £ R f -----
95 0 ) 8 6
90 0 ■) 11 10
05 0 ) 4 2
80 0 ) 4 2
75 1 1 1
70 0 ) 2 165 0 ) 1 0
60 0 ) 4 3
55 0 ) 1 150 0 ) 1 2
45 1 _ 1 140 1 > 1 135 2 0 030 J 0 0
25 <5<u > 0 0
2 0 1 > 0 0
15 1 „ 0 0
10 2 5 0 05 1 0 0no
answer 33 5 5 8 15Total 47 4 7 55 55
In ted to the 
by five. Soxae of th^se responseb were approximate,
bers of the xlational Association
Code of Ethics protected the enrollee as well as the agency
in contract violations. One age 
with membership in more than one 
ion claims from several agencies 
same position which hB accented.
this was the fault of 
forming the other age acies in wb
a vacancy notice relative to a certain position had been re­
ceived and accepted by him. A n 
the questionnaire that their sta 
ers against double commission cl
minimum salaries, (Tables 17 and 
information to hiring 
agencies and bureaus 
only to those willing 
omit those who would 
Many agencies ot 
directly as a service
Agencies and bureaus usually asked enrollees to state
57
of Teacher Agencies and the
î cy stated that an enrollee 
agency might receive commiss- 
having informed him of the 
The agency maintained that
the enrollee in most cases for not In-
Ich he held membership that
umber of agencies stated on 
tes had laws protecting teach- 
aims.
18) but did not reveal this 
officials. This information gave the 
the opportunity to send vacancy notices 
to i ccept the stated salaries and to
not work fqr the stated salaries, 
tained the transcripts from colleges 
to the enroll©©. Bureaus were usually 
at the colleges and requested the transcripts from the regis­
trar* s office. In les$ than half of the cases, was the en­
rollee responsible fer
respective agency or
ed a follow-up servic
of this service was stressed in
having hi .a credits forwarded to his
bureau (Tables 17 and 18).
More than two-thirds of the agencies and bureaus report-
e for their placements. The importance
statements made on the question-






b u s h : ss p r a c t i c e s a n d
$SIONAL AGENCIES
Yes..v'o" ToTjaTLues t ion —
rat inn1. ’ Are prospective er.rolTees required
to visit your offj^cp for personal 
interview,
2. Does your office rAaintain a
personal interview card of 11 
enrollees............
3. Does your office request enrollees 
to state minimum salaries
4. Does your office require the app­
licants to make personal requests, 
of their schools and colleges! for 
transcripts of credits,
5. Do you arrange for personal inter­
views between candidate and 
employee.
Not tabulated here!.*
7. Do you limit the number of vacan­
cy notices sent to each enrollee,,
8. Does your office haye a follow-up 
service for new teachers aftejr 
they have been placed,
9. Does your office register uncert­
ified teachers (te|a$hers with 
permits)........




11. Do you consider handwriting 
factor in the placsiaent of neb 
teachers...... .
Is your office und art staffed at any 
time, always, neve f r 
Question 15, was tabuti
15
La ted in terbs of ‘'yes" or
relative to t c main tenor of th5 question.
12 31 4 47
25 17 5 47
36 9 2 47
14 32 1 47
34 7 6 47
4 37 6 47
33 9 5 47
30 12 5 47
23 18 6 47
24 20 3 47
5 31 11 47
THE FREQUENCY OF
TABLE :i6
T ie variou? LICIES A m
59
BUSINESS PRACTICES AND BUREAUS



















quired to visit 
personal Intervi^ 
Does your office 
personal intervi^
enrollees......
Does your office 
ees to state min 
Does your office 
licants to make 
of their schools 
transcripts of c 
Do you arrange 
viev;s between ca 
employee.....
Not tabulated he^ 
Do you limit the 
cy notices sent 
Does your office 
service for new 
they have been p 
Does your office 
ified teachers (
permits)........
Does your office 
"emergency" and
teachers........
Do you consider 
tor In the place;
era..... .
Is your office 
any time, always 

























o each enr 
have a fol 
;eachers af















un att rstaffed 
ever- ♦.. 
tabulated 
rjtajln tenor <bf the question
36 14 5 55
21 28 6 55
26 25 4 55
23 28 4 55
49 2 4 55
4 42 9 55
34 14 7 55
16 34 5 55
18 34 3 55
20 27 8 55
36 8 11 55
i oi' "yesV~ Z F "no^
naires returned. Agene 
evaluate original recommendations 
era to evaluate the Integrity of r 
inent people. Many stc
In addition to the 
Tables 17 and 13, many
ies and bur
60
eaus used this service to 
raade in behalf of the teach- 
ocommendations raade by prom- 
tdments endhasized the importance of
remedial inservice adjustment particularly for new teachers 
who had not fully realized t'.eir professional obligations.
tabulation of questions 9 and 10 in 
agencies ard bureaus stated that lists 
of emergency and uncertified teachers were maintained only 
during the war. With the increased teacher supply these lists 
became valuless.
typewriterThe advent of the 
writing less and less Jmbortant. 
and 10 only about one-half of the
one-ninth of the cases 
for being understaffed
has made emphasis on hand- 
As was shown in Tables 17 
agencies and bureaus consid-
rnjade that often men with college degrees 
writers, ynt the same men were very
ered handwriting in temper evaluation for placement. A num­
ber of stateraents were 
were among the poorest
able in their profession. •Si mos^ cases handwriting was con­
sidered in a very smal^ degree in determining an individual’s 
professional ability
Bureaus were found to be understaffed in almost two-thirds 
of the returns while agencies worn understaffed in less than
studied. The bureaus’ chief reason 
was the faot that their importance had 
been under-estimated add consequently appropriations for an 
adequate office staff were too small. Several agencies main 
tained that they were understaffed because they could not get
competent employees du}? 
agencies stated that they





ijng rush seasons. The more fortunate 
were fufcly staffed at all times.
TABLE 1?
(DENTED FOR A POSITION 
BUREAUS
Planter of candidates recom­






















position by both the b 
19, fourteen agencies 
three candidates. No & 
agencies and ten burea 
a man buying a hat, difr 
to look over several h|i 






n't buy thfc 
ts before 
utingly be
equently recommended for a 
■agencies Referring to Table 
our bureaus recommended 
ber was stated by sixteen 
ncy made the comment that 
first hat he saw— he liked 
inaking a decision. The same 
applied to hiring officials.
‘Trends
Enrollments were highest dur 
and Ray among institut ional burea|j 
Several agencies indicated that e 
year to year, depending on condit 
causing the variations
peak enrollments for 1949 has been
were cited
Lng the months of -arch, April, 
s and professional agencies, 
nrollment peaks varied from 
ons. No influenclal factors 
. The general pattern of 
given by months in Table 20,
MONTHS OP HEAV
AGE!;
IlpST e n r o l l ; e  t r e p o r t e d b y 
TOILS A D  EDREADS__________
TABLE 2C
62



































The trend in 1950 
teaching fields. Since 
has value only as It raj 
In 1950. The same is 
teaching fields In whic 
in 1950. No apparent 
some fields and over sup;
indicated 
this fact4: 
Ight be rel 
true for Ta 





eadlng shortages in five 
r changes annually, Table 21 
Ated to conditions existing 
ble 22 which shows the four 
an over supply of teachers 
a shortage of teachers in 
ers was evident.














ifusTc 15 0§ ” 19
Girls* Physical T ducat .0a 17 31 12 26
Horae Economics 26 47 27 57
Commerce 15 27 14 30























Another variable tnat often changes annually was the de­
mand for teachers in the various grades. In 1950 the greatest 
number of placements were made In the position of senior high 
school teachers by twenty-one agencies (Table 23), while twenty-
five bureaus made their
elementary teacher positions (Table 24) . many agencies and bur­
eaus did not report in 
placements in them. Fojr example, 
ty eight agencies left 
cause as many stated, "(we do not p 














umber of placements in the
â .1 categories because they did not make 
forty-three bureaus and twen­
t y  space qlank for rural teachers be- 
lace them." The writer wa3 
since the salaries were so
low, agencies often made it a practice to stay away from the 
placement of rural teachers. A statement was made by one of 
the bureaus that the r’jriil teacher shortage did not make it 
necessary for rural teachers to us
teachers were being hun 
principals did not find 
services of agencies an< 
from the positions of principal acj 
respectively.
d bureaus l
e their services— rural 
ted like fclxes. Superintendents and 
it necessejry In many cases to use the 
ecause they were promoted 
d senior high school teachers
TABLE 22
pucEnafergs jiade s y a g m  c ies
64
Position T0 3 ---j. T 3 --- So—
report
Rural teachers 
Elementary teachers 14 
Junior high teachers 4 







































est, number 3 third ilia
TABLE 24
PLACE®BITS FADE EE BUREAUS
Position T5t
Sural" teachers I' 
Elementary teachers 25 
Junior high teachers 3 








































dumber 1 indicates highest placement, number 2 'second high­
est, number 3 third highest, etc
Agencies and bure 
no control over the areh 
Enrollees usually gave 
nothing else. Preferenjc 
some cases, hut bureaus 
most cases, A few ag 
which they covered into 
covered extensively. Tb 
local areas because refb 
readily available. Only- 
preferred and least pre
aus in .general maintained that they had
in which they placed their enrollees. 
preference and were willing to accept 
6 areas were indicated by agencies in 
respected boundaries of local areas in 
ensies were found to have local areas 
naively and outlying areas which they 
dchers were more easily placed in 
nfence sources were known or more 
two agencies gave states where they 
'erred to oLace candidates. The least
preferred states were sc> 
ies, (b) poor facilities; 
hiring of teachers by s 
superintendent. In the 
Several bureaus made It 
unit and accordingly seif 
so by agencies and bures 





■ved a loco 
us was tha
'no
The only character 
eaus submitting returns 
placement business.
Very flexible busin 
some cases, existed with 
issues in the questionna 
of questions left unans 
Such answers as " 
office procedure. This 
were understaffed in tw4 
of appropriations.
The five percent c 
meat was common to all 
few stated an exact arao 
salary on which the comrii 
Although counseling 
of the agencies and burn 
not rendered as a serviifc
considered because of (a) poor salar- 
conditlons, and (c) the 
without the consent of the 
States the opposite was true, 
they were a tax supported 
area. The general respon- 



















to all agencies and bur- 
t that they were all in the
s and practices, if any in 
^nd bureaus on many of the 
was revealed by the number
no record” Implied bad 
4lly came from bureaus who 
the cases because of lack
for their service of place- 
a encies reporting. Very 
ing to be considered as 
calculated.
d on by more than two-thirds 
ding, a testing program was 
of the additional cost of
In
operation it would incur 
Superintendents we 
ence letters by employe 
from agencies and buren 
ly, gave preference to 
with first year candidi 
Fellow teachers, ban keif 
regarded as sources for 
help to the employer 
wrote acceptable lette^ 
with guiding questions 
The matter of con 
a minor factor with age 
contract form to which 
commission rate was res 
case. Five percent v.as 
courts.
Although agencies 
minimum salaries, this 
The fact that fol 
ed by the follow-up pr 
agencies and bureaus 
beneficial to the agen 
Handwriting was s 





rs in fifty- 
us. Bureau, 
plrofessors 
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Ingram maint^ 
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ed the best source for refer- 
-five out of 102 returns 
s, when considered seperate- 
because they were dealing 
hid not speak of experience, 
fhd business people were 
references and were of littl^ 
respect. Since few people 
nee, the reference form 
great popularity, 
ng by enrollees had become 
courts upheld the agencies’ 
ijiight agree * As long as the 
e agencies had an air tight 
a reasonable rate by the
asked enrollees to state 
was not given to employers, 
ce was important was reveal- 
in ed by two-thirds of the 
flie follow-up program was 
eaus as well as the enrollee|s 
ered In the evaluation of
to be living In aconsidered
bureaus recommended three candidates
67
for a position at any (kite time, this provided a good choice 
to the employers.
Enrollments were found to be highest during the months 
of March, April, and I iy a; ong th4 professional agencies; and 
during the months of April, May, and June among institutional 
bureaus. Perhaps experienced teachers found it convenient and 
profitable to seek early placement while first year candidates 
postponed enrollment vqth a bureau or agency until June for 
financial reasons. E n xfo fL lm en t peqks, however, varied from 
year to year.
Another variable that often dhanged annually was the de­
mand for teachers in verlou3 depar
n agencies 
the other
bureaus and twenty-seve 
economics teachers. On 
of teachers in social s
high school vacancies by
Placements were heavies 
by twenty-five of the fifty-five b 
States t sat were least recomd 
working conditions, low ^salaries, 
was usually done by the 
superintendent. In the
tments. In 1950, twenty-six
reported a shortage of home 
hand there was an over supply
cience as imported by thirty-four bur­
eaus and thirty-nine agencies out of 102 returns.
The greatest number of placertents were made in senior
twenty-one out of forty-seven agenda 4, 
in the elementary field, as reported 
ureaus reporting, 
ended by agencies had poor 
and the hiring of teachers 
school boajrd without the consent of the 
preferred states the opposite was true
Bureaus usually limited themselves to local areas in the
placement of teachers because they 
their first obligation tva3 the tax
were tax supported and 
payers.
(jlTIAFTFR V
s m l a r i e e d  coj cIlus io n s a n d
The questionnaire used in the
of terminology in teacher placement. 
vice”, "private", and "public" shoul 
confusion; yet the study disclosed t 
bureaus were familiar wit i the terms 
this thesis indicated tha(t agencies 
ition to benefit fro the profession
F=F
A professional vocabulary is one of the prerequisites in 
the understanding and furthering of any vocati n. Without the 
proper vocabulary relative to the respective business, progress 
at its maximum cannot be anticipated. To this principal, the 
business of teacher placement affordjs no exception.
survey made by the writer,
revealed that much remain ad to be done toward standardisation
placement service. A stuigj- determining the relationship of
vocabulary proficiency to 
valuable in stressing the 
professional vocabulary, 
eluded in this work to heLp reduce e 
Services of agencies and more
drganizati 




The terms "follow-up ser- 
cl not nave been a cause for 
hat not all agencies and 
The related studies in 
and bureaus were in a pos­
til writers' vocabulary on
onal success would be in- 
a understanding of a sound 
(Appendix A) has been in- 
cror and confusion, 
particularly of bureaus were
limited by available fundp, The cos|t of teacher placement was 
higher than the public and enrollees realized, With most of the 
revenue being spent for tsacher placement, agencies and bureaus 
had very small financial funds, if aay, left to carry on programs 
in counseling and testing of enrollees before placement. xn the
absence of these progiNiais, teaehe# placement reflected a xnat-
t and obviously teacher tenure 
Level.
where teac aer tenure was high, the
ter of chance for proporl placemen 
could not maintain a respectable 
In larger systems
superintendent was the Reading participator in the selection 
of teachers. Institutional bureaus supplied more teachers in 
this strata of teacher placement t  an professional agencies*
In contrast, agencies -/ere more alctive than bureaus as a 
source of teacher supply, in the medium to smaller school sys­
tems where tenure gene? illy declined.
Agencies and bureaus attemtped to use the best available 
reference sources to gain information about their candidates. 
Ahis was indicated by the demand for reference from education­
al sources by both agencies and bureaus. 'Hie real demand
however, for reference from educational sources came indirect­
ly from employers v»ho gave little, 
other sources. The usb of profesi 
was an outgrowth of deuand by emp 
by agencies and bureaus to improve tenure.
if any, consideration to 
sional sources of reference 
loyers rather than reasoning
In spite of the incentive that agencies had for being in
business, evidence froa the quest 
ees had a greater chance of being 
a encica. Agencies operated with
ionnaire implied that enroll- 
pieced by bureaus than by 
a surplus of enrollees while
the bureaus tried to place all tbeir candidates. During the 
last five years agencies placed from eight to seventy-five 
percent and bureaus placed from fc 
number of teachers enrolled with
: orty to 1 X) percent of the 
them.
The feet that bureaus placed a great deal of emphasis on
recent graduates must
cessful as teachers went forward
application in later 
ful went to agencies 
agencies stated this 
had to contend.
Agencies were in 
a reasonable amount of
yeers while 
with their
as one of the problems with which they
a better position than bureaus to give
understaffed in almost two-thirds of the cases examined while
only a few agencies h 
y agencies vrere fully 
agency managers were
Furthermore, age 
than bureaus to place 
go. Agencies were no 
low salaries, poor wo 
existed. Bureaus, on 
they were tax support 
their particular area 
Peak enrollments
pot be neg lected. Those that were suc- 
to get jobs through personal 
those that were less success- 
light. Several letters from
attention
uble during rush seasons. Man- 
all times* In The ast,
ac$ that tro 
Staffed at
found to have been educators or men 
connected with education which placed them on equal footing 




to enrollees. Bureaus were
in a more favorable position 
wherever they might desire to 
t particularly interested in states where 
rHing conditions, and obsolete equipment 
band, had no choice because 
sej and accordingly expected to serve
M
ies and bureaus appea ed dur-with agenc
ing the months of harjeh, April, (bay, and June. This trend 
was found to be consist with a trend that appeared in a study 
made of three large twin-city agencies in 1928029 by Dr. 
Overn. The nearness ot spring graduation of prospective
teachers and time set 




(qy law in :nlany states) for contract re­
main determinants of the peak enroli­
enee' and follow-up service should
lishment of a sound pr 
proficiency; (c) the j
jfessional vocabulary for communication
3D of disco
idled; (g)
and (j) quarterly publications by
agencies and bureaus f
and teacher training Institutions
Bureaus and agenc
tural enrichment of society as a
This endeavor can only
writer ma 3e the following recommenda­
tions for further study: (a) a more adequate system of refer-
4
be developed; (b) the estab-
uraging weak teachers from
remaining in the profession should be systematized and prose­
cuted; (d) reasonable and uniform 
ould be adopted for ac 
demands upon teachers 
evaluation of a quallffLpd teacher 
sentiment should be st 
ion because of improper placement 
ability bears signific 
ery phrases and more afction to ob 
ships between agencies 
surveys and forecasts 
should be attempted fok?
enrollee qualifications sh- 
sricy and bujreau membership; (e) public 
should be l|darned; (f) superintendents1 
as compared with public 
teachers leaving the profess- 
rather than their lack of 
ce and consideration; (h) fewer flow- 
viate the cordial relation- 
and bureaujs must be practiced; (i) 
on current trends in teacher placement
LJ
the benefit of prospective teachers;
les should
faction of teachers through professionalized teacher placement.
national associations of
or circulation in colleges of education
should be made available. 
constantly strive for the cul- 
ahole as well as the satis-
e realized through a program of coop-
oration by the nation 
philanthropic activlt 
the cultivation of all
cies, bureaus and the public. SVith a better understanding of 
the endeavors of all groups in addition to the elevating influ­
ence on the professioi 
it seems that teacher 
than legislatively improved.
72
aj. associations of both groups. The 
i^s of a few agencies and bureaus need 
concerned--teachers, employers, agen-
by the retention of competent teachers, 
tenure could be meritoriously rather
73
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Advisory counsel— serves to aid enrollees in selecting positions 
which fit the enrollees’ abilities and .ersonalities best,
Agencies--see private agencies.
Bureaus— see public bure 
Candidates— see enrollee
Counseling— a service pijoyided by 
their enrollees to 
ment for which they
;aus. 
s.
Clerical staff— refers to office hdlp in agencies and bureaus. 
Commercial agencies--sare as private agencies.
official 0 21 group for the school system, 
uperintondktots usually act in this cap-
Credentials— include al3 
letters of referenc 
and any other bits 
tant.
Employer--is the hiring 
School boards ends 
acity.
Enrollees— are teachers enrolled with a encies or bureaus for 
the purpose of being, placed as teachers, -^nrollees are 
frequently referred to as candidates or registrants.
Five percent rate— is the charge made by most agencies for
t eir service of teacher placement. T is rate is usually 
made on the first peer's salary after placement.
75
ost agencies and bureaus for 
aid the enrollees in selecting a place- 
pre best Ciualified.
the records of the enrollee, namely; 
e, school and church records, pictures, 
of information, which may seem irapor-
rate has also been
Flat fee— is a stated t im  of money
is not the same as
carry the cost of registration




Institutional bureaus--name as pub!.
rrferred to as the usual rate.
a registration fee which is charged to
in teaoher
agency or bureau placing the teacher for the purpose of
Interview--is a conversation be twee
cerning the enrollee and the vacancy t be filled.
’̂’his
charged for placement. This
placement carried on by the
the teacher through his work after
n given under public bureaus.
ic bureaus.
n employer and enrollee con-
The
employer uses the 
information relatif
Letter of application-- 
er who has a teach:
Letters of reference— c 
and come from asso 
are in a position 
characteristics and
tin
Personal data— refers to 
scholastic about 




e to the e
ined to supplement other 
urollee.
gu
on tain info: 
dilates such 





oi a new co:
Personal interview card- 
interview between 
This card is kept 
bureau making the SS
Placement— is the act oi 
ing vacancy.
Placement bureaus— see public bureaus.
IV
Private agencies— for te 
rendering their se 
are often referred 
agencies or agencic
Professional status— is 
in a special depar' 
era have a profess:
a position 
tjmpnt of le 
ional status
Public bureaus— for teac 
their services on a 





capable of being t© 
ively used on the
rrReference forms— are fo 
of reference, Th.es 






IS written by the candidate to an employ­
ing vacancy in his school system.
fmation about the enrollees 
as former employers who 
thing about the enrollee*s
nforn&tion other than
Personal information includ- 
ts, and enrollee*s ability 
ijm; unity.
information gained from an-pontains
he agency dr bureau and the enrollee.
the office of the agency or
J *acher plac ices on a 
to as COWBl€
qenent are those agencies 
profit basis. These agencies 
rclal agencies, professional
which acknowledges training 
elrning. F lly trained teach-
hir placement are those bureaus rendering- 
basis, and usually tax 










|e forms coni’ 
ne the enr|o 
bions.
mi:
or bureau in filling a teach-
a program which makes the 
to individuals who are 
is programs may be effect- 
school level.
take the place of letters 
tain leading and pertinent 
llee*s character and pro-
Registrants--explanation
Registration fee— is a charge made 





by most bureaus and some 
bf an enrollee with theca for
Scholastic data— refers to all information recorded while the 
enrollee was a stucent. I some cases this record begins 
with kindergarten ihile in other cases it begins with 
high school. The beginning of the record is determined 
by the schools attended by the enrollee.
School board—  the employ or of teachers in small systems partic­
ularly. (See employer).
Selective admission— cailb for the selection of qualified en­
rollees by agencies and bureaus for registration with them. 
Unqualified teachers would not be able to register.
Source of teacher supply--has reference to the medium through 
which, employers get teachers to fill vacancies in teach­
ing positions.
Substitute teachers— arc teachers ready to teach in the event 
that a regular teacher beco.ec ill. Substitute teachers 
may be registered with agencies, bureaus, or employers.
Superintendent--the employer of teachers in large school systems 
particularly. (See Employer).
Teacher emand— has reference to the weight of call for teach­
ers by employers, Jbfen teachers are scarce, the teacher 
demand is strong.
Teacher supply— has reference to the number of teachers avail­
able to meet the demand of teacher employers.
Testimonials--are statements usually written by instructors 
relative to the character and ability of the enrollee.
Testing— is a service provided by some agencies and bureaus 
for their enrollee3 to aid in determining the qualifica­
tions of the enroll ops.
Uncertified teachers— us oally teach upon permit authorization 
rather than certification authorization.
Usual rate— explanation
Vacancy notice--is sent
when a teaching po
Vacancy report form— is 
school vacancies tc 






ed by ag> 
nrollccs 
salary,
qncies and bureaus to report 
These forms contain inf or- 
of job, and location oftype
78
five percent rate.








I am conducting a 
Education at the Univerj, 
Professor of Education 
Placement Agencies and 
cates that very little 
Accordingly, I shall be
The material in th 
naire, of which you hav 
tionnaire to 140 private 

















coI also request a 
fully realize that many 
acknowledge my appreci
Enclosed is a self-addressed 
convenience.





r a Master's degree in 
th Dakota under Dr. A.L. Gray, 
gy. My topic is: "Teacher 
eas." The literature indi- 
covered in this field, 
ke a slight contribution.as®.
Ill be taken from the question- 
I am distributing this ques- 
c agencies for teachers. I 
Inent, and will inspire your
current contract fora. I 
made upon your time, and 
service.
stamped envelope for your
Yours trul7f,
Rudolph Malpert 
706 Oak Street 
Grand B’ork s, li, D .
LETTER RECEIVED WI 






Replying to your letter 
herewith data which you 
scarcity of Information 
we are pleased to supply
TIOMAIRE FROM THE 
lOFESSIOTJAL AGENCY.
of Novembe^ 16, I am pleased to enclose 
_ .quested for your survey. There is a 
abjut reputable teachers1 agencies and 
eliable information on our practices.
I am enclosing also the folder of the National Association of 
Teachers Agencies, which 
our objectives, code of 




you more information about 
I am enclosing also the 
of our agency.




MANAGER OF AN E !
IETTER (c)
rTH THE QUEfe \3TEFii PR OFF
Dear MP* Malperts
Enclosed you will f 
There may be some quest1 
answered.
TIONNAIHE FROM THE 
5S8IONAL AGENCY.
ind your qm 
ons further
estionnaire filled out. 
that you would like
May I say that I think you have done a very careful piece 
of work in getting your questions 3n a shape that one could 
do so ething with your cuestionnaire. You would be surprised 
at the number of questionnaires that are sent to us, and some 
of them are so complex t.nd so long that we would have to write 
almost a master’s thesin in order ;o fill out the questionnaire, 
and of course we have to bmit filling out the questionnaire.
We are enclosing our
one’s background of training and experience. After all, it is
what one lias accomplished in one’s 
filling out the blank t 
after that. We, of coui*d©, always 
time to time, keep his isredentials
Agency blank. It asks for
life up to the time of his 
iat counts |Ln regard to what he can do 
ask that each one, from 
up to date.
In regard to recommendations, 
recommendations to give an estimate 
and professionally, as the one who 
knows that person. Aftsh all, if 
recommendation, it gives an insighjt 
is, it does if one knows how to wri 
time in the future universities an 
training In writing of recommendati 
ficient in knowing how to do this 
write a good recommenda|tion require 
who Is written about, 
excellent monograph on
like to have for the wi
Im the near 
this subject
we like for those who make 
of one both personally 
writes the recommendation 
one is careful in writing a 
Into one’s ability. That 
te recommendations, Some- 
d colleges are going to give 
ons. Some are very pro­
well and others are not. To 
s an analysis of the person 
future one will write an
We hope you will fee able to get the data that you would







STIPULATION NO: m  Cb'TTRACT FORM OF
48 , % Tli© fee for each year*a registration is two dollars. ( 2* 50)
Payable at the time
02
of registering
A commission of five 
the first full caleridi 
If any, bocor os due ar 
position whore th© ses 
For short time positic 
ion is ten per cent ofl
When a candidate is 
begun, o agree# to 
compensation for t 
employed, he agrees 
rake the total c o u p
or cent e f t  o total compensation for
r  year, including Buy oer Session,
A payable upon the acceptance of a 
rices of this agency have been used, 
■as, three months or less, the cosmiss- 
t e totsijl compensation received.
received for one calendar year.
4. In  positions where
expensoa, the anounfc1re gulorly
employed after th© school year has 
y this bureau five per cent of his 
remainder of the year, and, if ro- 
50 pay the bureau such amount as will 
is ion five per cent of the compensation
tile compensation iclucoo cash and living
end officially reckoned for
living expenses by the employing institution la added to the 
cash celery for the purpose of determining the amount of 
th© commission. In the absence of such an official regula­
tion, the minimum summit reckctted for living expenses is 
forty-five dollars (48*00) er month for the first entire 
aeademlc year of residence, or for the first calendar year 
in case residence itleumer school occurs.
By special ©rrang 
when the position 
given at that time
ohont, ten d 
.g| accepted 
for the r
•llara {(10.00} ay be paid 
and on interest-bearing note 
■cifcainder.
An application for a position 
under obligation to (pay a comp 
is once accepted ho agrees to 
regardless of any subsequent i
If a candidate see 
this agency after t
does not place the candidate 
ins?, pi, ut when a position 
bay *he regular cosmlssioo
: rang© In his 'Ians,
53 a position through the services of 
expiration of his registration, he 
agrees to pay the (usual registration fee in addition to
th© regular commission.
thisIf the registrant through 
of on© position, end aa a re 
the ca e Board or authorities 
regular co; aicoion is due* 
lsasedlately take {lfc.ee, but 
this agency’s notification or 
cou/ission Is alsi duo,
agency received notification 
£ult thereof, ho Is engaged by 
for another position, the 
>, if hie election does not 






If a candidate secures an offer of a position as a result 
of our notification and because of such offer secures an 
increase of salary fir} his present position, there Is due
a commission of 
received.
ten per cent oa the increase of salary
10, If appliestl >n for 
ate prior to notice
a position has been made by the candid- 
eceived from this agency he must 
immediately upon receiving notification of the position 
from this agency, i(nform it of such prior application. If 
he fails do so, and secures) the position, the regular 
commission Is due this agency
11. agreesIMPORTANT- - The candidate 
all information concerning va 
this confidence will render h 
commission. c sprees to res 
letters; to keep title agency 
address; and to no ;ify it whê i 
secured through this agency o: M
Name ia full
to regard as confidential 
fancies; any violation of 
:.m liable for the regular 
pond promptly t~ notices and 
notified of anj change of 
and where a position is 












of a position to which IUpon my acceptance of an offer
have been referred or re cjommended Iry the _______________
Service, I agree to pay the said Service a.Forma ss ion of of 'of
one year’s salary, I understand that the commission is due 
upon acceptance and agree to make settlement at once according 
to one of the following ptlans: (1) Gash upon acceptance; or 
(2) One-fourth cash and two notes for the balance due at the 
close of the first and second months of school. Acceptance, 
as used in this contrac shall mem: (1) Actual signing of 
contract; (2) Oral or written acceptance preliminary to signing 
of a contract; (3) Offnr of a position which I have agreed to 
accept if offered. I a ree to pay the commission in full if 
I negotiate for one position and accept another in the same 
school system or tlpough the same officials. Board and room 
shall be rated at $400 per school year. If work commences after 
the school year has begun, I agree to pay commission on the 
balance of the school ye$r. If re-employed in the same school 
system, I 3hall pay an additional sum sufficient to make a full 
year's commission. I agree that any subsequent change of plan 
after acceptance does rot alter or af ect ray obligation to this 
Service.
I a ree to keep all notices ef vacancies strictly confid­
ential. I agree to notify the Service of any change of address 
and to inform at once upfcn my acceptance of a position whether 
through the Service orlnpt. In event that I request the Service 
to forward confidential papers of which the Service has not 
notified me, I will send *1.00 and if I accept the position 
will pay the Service 2<; $ commission. The terms of this contract I
shall be in full force and effect




for one year from date, 











POLICIES AND PR AC TIC!
Type of A; ency (chejck one)
Cost of service:
(a) Plat fee,




S OF TEACHER PLACEMENT AGE: CIES
(b) Percentage cj
(c) Is housing, q 
a ency..•* <







f*salary!. ____ "ov; long.,...... ....
ojisidered efa'ljalary by your
.............. ..................*........................ ■
your agency: (Yes- o)
CREDENTIALS
1. Should letters of
ing out a form and 
one making the reclor^nendatl
Reference bk confined to fill- 
a para^rapp statement by the




reference be wr 11ten In the





Do you feel that there should be more emphasis on_ 
scholastic records kid less qt^Ph®8!® upon letters" 
of recommendation,.i.... .
Do you recommend Ihte use of photographs with: 
credentials; letters of application..........
Are employers prompt in returning an applicant’s
credentials (within a period









alt ter s of reference come, 
relative to employer
(e) Board Members.







1. Are prospective enrr 
office for personal






L.red to visit the
juest enrol!Lees to state min-
3. Does you* office aa 
card of its enrolle<
4. Does your office ret 
personal requests oJ 
transcripts of cred:
5* Do you arrange for 
candidate and employ
6. How many candidates 
ion*........... .
Lntain a pei’sonal interview
juire the aj 
their schc 
td........
plicants to make 





dp you reci>mmend for a posit-
7. Do you limit the mu 
to each enrollee.
8. Does your office ha 
teachers after they
9. Does your office rer 
(teachers with perm:
10. Does your office cai 
substitute teachers
11. Do you consider hare 
of a new teacher..,.
uber of vac| 





rncy notices sent 
. .......... ....... . .
h service for new
Placed,....... ......  .
'tified teachers
rpy a list c 
, L ..........
i»f "emergency” and
iT/riting a i’actor in olacement
12. Percentage placed oi
13. Percentage placed oi 
5 years.......... .
? those enre 
r those enre
>lled in 1950.... .
jlled in the last
14, Has the breaking of 




>y your applicants 
l during the last
15. Is your office undei 
never............. .
^staffed at any time, always,
TRENDS
1. Which months carry 1 
your avency:........
the heaviest enrollment with ,
d

















ound short among teachers 
(3)




ore teaching what subjects: 
(3)






(e) P r in c ip a l
(f) S perin1;<












/lou prefer to place your candidates 
2.
In which states do 
ates and why: 1.
jrou least i refer to place your candid- 
2.
Has fee collection 
enrolled in more th
3een a preb 
m  one a cn
lem because enrollees are 
cy. (Yes-No) Comment: .
APPENDIX E
DISCUSSION (
THE IMPROVEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES RELATIVE TO 





_____________ TO A MEETING OF THE
ITtTIONAL TEACHER PLACEMENT 
JOSEPH SEIDLIN', DIRECTOR,U|OF APPOINTMENTS.
UNIVERSI3ST, 1950ED
This association 1e 
tutes good professional 









if hap s bring
very much on record as to what consti-
To obtain the best qualified 
scale and other legitimate non
to
To retain the most 
rank and salary promotions and 
ducements.
To deal openly, candidly and d 
placement officers.
To use restraint and/or rnodera 
tice of piracy, usually a cons 
commandment, "Thow fehalt not c 
ployed elsewhere.'1
Clearly, placement officers c
best qualified and the 
teachers by, first, lea 
second, by sharing that 
native, and meaningful 
Ing all they can about 
uat on; and fourth, by 
circumspectly, with the
practices. This morning I 
into relief, four desirable
achers under a given salary 
nonetary inducements, 
romising teachers by appropriate
by other legitimate In-
Lrectly with institutional
fcion In the unsavory prac- 
squence of breaking the 




way with t 
the par tic up. 
sharing 
Candidate.
an assist employers to get the 
-to-a-given school situation 
can about the candidate; 
in the most equitable, infor- 
employer; third, by learn­
er school and community sit- 
thajt knowledge honestly, albeit
the
in
For many years— at 
been hopefully committ 
one kind or another. E 
sets In, we realize tha 
to gather and to use fi 
men* teachers-in-so 
the placement officer c 
real assistance to the
these mee 
g ourselve 
u£ as enth 
it Is as
IV
I am not one to c 
In some areas there see 
continue until such tin 
of principal and subor 
however, is that the u 
often all out of propd 
vices. So frequently 
luctant to mtk© this iidlict:




tjlngs and in print--we have 
s to "follow-up" programs of 
ijslasm wears off and sobriety 
difficult as It is desirable 
ta on the growth and develop- 
only to the extent to which 
such data can be actually of 
experienced teachers.
qndemn unqualifiedly commercial agencies, 
me to be need for them. That need may 
e as this organization can effect a chain 
dilate clearing houses. What "hurts", 
of commercial agencies by employers Is 
^tilon to the actual need for their ser- 
t appears ho be— and I am extremely re­
sent— £ matter of "entan ling allien-
89
if it isn't that, I am nt a compete loss to explain why employer 
"E” would report a vacancy to agency "A" and request the cre­
dentials of candidate ”<p”, who is completing his work at insti­
tution "I”, rather than report the
crededentials from the 
One way to combat such Practices—  
success--is for the placement offi 
ate's first year salary)be increas 
cy's cox'iirsission.
vacancy to and request the 
ljacement officer of institution "I".
C have tried it with some 
;er to insist that the csndid- 
sd by the amount of the agen-
b^achers, I
i frequently. To recapitulate my sent- 
am plum agin it.” No place-
on the operating table 
surgeon were available 
isn't that serious when
have expressed myself to thisAs for "stealing” 
association strongly an 
iments briefly and succfLrictly, "I
ment officer should be syen "a thljrd party” to the devaluation 
of the sanctity of a contract. Let me give you an extreme, 
exaggerated, and some ridiculous analogy* If I engaged a surgeon 
to operate on me for, say, a fee of '500, and if during the 6per- 
ation the surgeon were tempted to 
a fee of $1000, I should fee "put
with my "insides out," even if another 
continue the operation. I know it 
teacher leaves his classes in the 
middle of a term. Statistically, the pupils survive; but we 
cannot deny that many get hurt the t way. Shouldn't the place­
ment officer-who is prjjfmfrily an educator— try to discourage 
in any guise?
operate on some one else for 




im cv& zicm »
L O Y ;  a r : r - ;
:'SI
IMPROVEMENT OF 
FLAc m m t  A S
m & ? V m ! l Q U A L  T L A t
OAHmimt, a s s is t  i
e t a
0SS RELATIVE TO TFACHBR 
\W OP THE RATIONAL 
lATIOK BY 8 . HBUES 
____........ . , F I A G M f *  FOR AU,
u h i v ^ s  r a  o r  o l o r a d o .
:-IT PRACTX 
TO A :i!v  
jk!iT ASSOf! 
IT DIRECT!
There are several rays In whSph wo as lace.-.e ,t officials 
can assist in developing good professional employment practices 
among educational c ploycrs.
1. We can ur: e them to -trite honest and co.plet# letters of 
re col ondation. We all know the prejudice with regard to writ­
ing anything adverse in a letter, but carefully written letters, 
naming both and strong end weak points of candidates, are worth 
ouch -ore than those which obviously le ve ouch unsaid, Proper 
and completely descriptive letters which apply to only onc per­
son are rot easy to write, We all recognise the short-coning 
of any type of rating, but since m  do have to have something 
of the kind, it is impcr|tant that. I superintendents olp cac~ 
other, tcaohers end pliccmtnt officials by being completely 
honest with each other;and with ua when siting recoct endations. 
It is important, too, 1;hnt superintendents who read recommend­
ations learn to weigh 4*1 the items carefully and not let one
sentence completely out-weigh all the 
be said about a candidate.
uncomplimentary i>hrase 
favorable thing# that
2, Toward the end of the placement season and often during the 
school year, many of us have the perennial problem of super­
intendents 'stealing*' poacher# fir ten each other. Of course, 
there is always the ur juaent that if a tcoch r is bettering her­
self in such ft situst >n her welfare must be considered. How­
ever, it o- eno that thi best procedure would be for superintend­
ents to be fair with each other and check with their colleagues 
before tendering con treats to teojo. ..era who have already commit­
ted the:-: selves.
3. v;© can urge superi ntendento,
'’learning the ropes, " 
search for to: c era.
especially young ones who ar©
to patronise reputable sources in their 
By being ethical and professional in all 
their dealing with emjlaying officials, placement people can 
assist auperintendentc and bosrd« of education. Honesty and 
frankness is best in the long rur, even if we sometimes can 
not make recommend ticnC for certain positions. Pushing off 
a "problem child" on t trusting superintendent will backfire 
every time and weaken the confld4nce in place ent bureaus gen- 
erslly«
4. It is well to arc© school men to use the personal interv ew 
as m.ich as possible. They should be advised, too, to invest­
igate beyond credentials. A direct check with tbs previous 




" to Sri I'nd.lcott*a rornrba r e c e r ­
tifying the placement office In ad-
5. I can add a hearty ”,
Inc the advisability of Ao
vnnce when a visit is ylunined. If the placement of leer has 
time to ropare for the superintendent’s visit he can render 
xuneh more convict© service* avoid wjlefce of tine and the poso- 
ibillty of falling to contact oone «f the candidates ho wants 
the e; ployer to meet* Industrial p irsonnol cam never arrive 
unannounced at placement Offices. Chey do not wish to waste
thoir time and they Trent
6# Placement officials 
sampleto description of 
lists of qualifications 
often the teaching pooiti 
leaving both tho plecomep
Placement officials 
superintendents by poi t 
matters* The service met
3he best s rice they can got.
In help I oyera by insisting upon
sitiono tp bo filled and detailed 
sy are seeking in applicants* Too 
is ar© Inadequately escribed* thus
who are candletoo for ositions*
official
ten r e a d e r  
out the 
idfl, too,
and the candidate guessing*
real service to young 
importance of these various 
to the prospective teachers
